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MAN IS SAID TO HAVE
BEEN FOUND GUILTY AT A
SECRET SESSION

N. Y., Oct. 16

Voting on

Article 1 of the impeachment charges
against Governor Suker of the state
of New York was begun at 3 o'clock;
this afternoon, and it was impossible
to forecast the result, so wide a dif
ference in opinion being expressed
by the members of the court as their
The result will
names were called.
be reached some time in the early
evening.
The judges and1 senators filed into
the senate chamber at 3:06 o'cock.
At that time the galleries were crowded with spectators and many thronged
the corridors who were unable to
gain admittance.
The roll call showed that all the
57 members of the court were present.
Governor Sulzer was not present, but
was represented by his attorneys. It
was 3:10 o'clock when Presiding
Judge Cnllen directed the crier to
oren court. After judge CvOtn had
pronounced court duly opened he
said:
"Gentlemen, the next proceeding is
the final decision of this court on the
articles presented by the assembly
against the respondent."
The presiding judge then directed
Cleric Patrick E. McCabe to read Article 1.
Senator Argetsinger, the first member of the court, voted guilty.
'I find the acts of the respondent
before January 1 so inextricably combined with his acts after January 1
that I am unable to divorce them.
Therefore I vote guilty."
Judge Bartlett, next on tbe list,
asked permission to file a written explanation of his negative vote. In a
brief verbal explanation, however, he
said he could see no connection between the governor's election campaign statement and his acts while
,
governor.
"1 don't find, that he 1 guilty of
malconduct and corrupt misconduct in
office, and vote no," he said.
Senator Blauvelt voted guilty.
"I have no hesitance," he said, "in
reversing the. conclusion of the judge
who has just preceded me. I believe
traditions should be brushed aside
when a great; question of the public
good confronts us. I find the respondent morally unfit to occupy the office
of governor and guilty of all the acts
"
charged In Article 1."
Republican Leader Votes Guilty
Senator Elon R. Brown, republican
leader of the senate, voted guilty. He
read a long opinion in whichhe referred to differences He had had with
the governor, but declared that no
motive of revenge couM be attributed
either to himself or any other members ,of the court In the' face of the
oath taken to administer justice. Senator Brown asserted that "on account
of the weakness' of his case, the respondent did not dare to. take the witness stand." . The testimony of Peck,
Ryan and Morsenthau stood unchallenged and was overwhelming, he asserted.
Judge Chase voted not guilty. He
read an opinion holding that the acts
charged in Article 1 were committed
before the governor took office. He
said he had no doubt that the governor was morally guilty, but thought
it unwise to establish a precedent
contrary to law.
Judge Collins voted guilty, and announced that he would file an
ion!

.Indira Cuddeback declared that a
violation by a candidate of the corrupt
practice- - cnt "reaches into the office
'

iUelf.''

16,
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"Therefore I vote guilty," he con- TANGO IS VINDICATED
pects to show," said lur. Katzmann,
eluded, and filed an opinion.
"that Mr. Katon met hia death at the A
Cleveland, O., Oct. 18 The tango
hands of his wife by the administraPresiding Judge Votes Not Guilty
has been vindicated in. Cleveland by
tion of poison. The commonwealth
Presiding Judge Cullen voted not
court recognition. In the case of Asa
He announced that he had
guilty.
the jury to render a verdict
Anderson, dancing teacher, against
TO
BY ofexpects
prepared a. long opinion, which treatguilty of murder if the act is shown
City Dance Hall Inspector Myers,
ed Articles 1, 2 and 6 together, he
to have beeu committed by a rational
Judge Willis VJckery, of the common
j
said.
being."
pleas court today ruled that the tango
"I am constrained to find," he said,
Mr. Katzmann Indicated that jeal- as taught by Anderson is perfectly
"that the respondent did take adously was the motive for the alleged
moral and can be so danced.
crime. He recounted the incidents of
vantage of his nomination and candiThe most important evidence came
STRIKING
MINERS yesterday, when Anderson and a girl SENATOR ADVOCATES RETENTION the admiral's courtship and marriage UNITED
dacy for office to seek, to personally FORTY-NINSTATES GOVERNMENT
enrich himself by diverting contribu10 Mrs. uaton and told of the un
the tango before
ARE ARRESTED
partner danced
FOR PICKOF FIVE PER CENT TARIFF
TAKES NO NEW STEPS IN
'
settled 'life in the Eaton House. He
tions which he received for campaign
Vickery.
ETING
MEXICAN SITUATION
DIFFERENTIAL
said Mrs. Eaton had tried continually
purposes. I find that tha respondent
In giving his opinion today Judge
to have her husband adjudged insane.
knowingly signed a false campaign
Vickery said:
The foundation, for these attempts, he FRENCH
statement and that he did falsify his PLACED
beautiful thing may be vul SAYS
"Every
JAIL
AMERICA
IS
SAFE
WARSHIP
COMING
INJTRINIDAO
statement under oath knowing it to
said, was Mrs. Eaton's accusations in
But because some dancing
garized.
the summer of 1908 tnat ner husband
be false. However, I must vote not
is vulgar we could not bar all danc
ON
THE WAY TO THE LOCKUP
IF OTHER NATIONS OBJECT THEY had poisoned a child
PARIS
ANSWERS REQUEST OF
.
suilty."
ing."
adopted by
FRIENDS
THEIR
them.
CAN
TRY
TO
MADE
CITIZENS
BE
TO
the
of
Article
RESIDING IN CITY
4,
FEEL
THE
Speaking
larceny
"Mrs. Eaton cried in the highways
RESCUE THEM
clia'.ge, Judge Cullen said:
RESULT
OF MEXICO
MINERS ARE EVICTED
and the byways,", said he, "that the
"The use of this money for his own
Calumet, Mich., Oct. ic Eviction
admiral had poisoned the child and
instead
of
for
uses,
political
purpejea
GUN
USED no'ices on copper strikers in houses CUT
IS
CFF
THEIR MARKETS had tried to poison her and her BONILLA
TAKES
FLIGHT
is not an offense and I believe that MACHINE
owned by the Champion Copper comdaughters."
he had the legal right to use the
pany at Painesdale were served this
money for any purpose he saw fit. MOUNTED
FORMER
AUTOMOUPON AN
MEMBER, OF MADERO
morning, and similar action is said to THE SOLON THINKS THIS PLAN
SMITH IS PRESIDENT
I don't think he could be held guilty
CABINET
be contemplated by the Calumet and
IT IS PREPARED
TO
WOULD BRING THEM TO TIME
LEAVES VERA
BILE,
of larceny."
Indianapolis, Oct. 16. The Rev. S.
Plecla Mining company in Calumet.
CRUZ
RAKE
DISGUISED
THE
STREETS
SPEEDILY
G.
Smith of St. Paul, Minn., today
Tho presiding judge further declar-- 1
Since tho beginning of the strike
was chosen president for 1914 of the
ed that in signing his campaign state- 23 strikers have been
permitted
ment the governor could not be con-- j "Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 16. Forty-ninWashington, Oct. 16. The Mexican
Washington, Oct. 10. Senator Mar- - American Prison association, which
to live In company bouses and have
tine of New Jersey today urged the closed its annual session here today. situation remained unchanged today
sidered guilty of legal perjury.
.sinking miners, charged with picket- paid no rent.
'
senate to recommend repeal of the The following were elected vice presi land administration
were arrested at the McLoughlin - 1 he house of a: workman
officials agreed
"But I am frank to say, the.continu-jing- ,
at the Wol
dents:
in
General
Demetrlo
view
the
that tha Huerta
generally
with
ed, "that if these acts were commit-- , mine of the Santa Fe Coal company verine mine was
Great
Castillo,
treaty;
Bombarded
with
would make no answer to
Britain on the ground that it inter- Havana, Cuba; Dr. D. C. Peyton,
ted after he had taken office, he had shortly before noon today, and march-bee- stones last
jovernment
A
night.
plate glass winInd.; Colonel A. G. Irvine, President Wilson's latest note. News
considered moraliy unfit to hold ed three miles to the counnty jail at dow in a store was smashed and the feres with too many American, rights.
'
office."
Trinidad.
store burglarised. In Calumet the He said he had received many pro- Kingston, Canada; R B. Chadwiek, of latest constitutionalist victories was
Judge Cullen held further that ifj Fifteen deputies armed with rifles windows of a sleeping car thought to tests that the tariff bill's 5 per cent Edmonton, Alberta; John A. Hoyle, received without comment. The delicacy of the situation, however, was
Article 1 was sustained it would open flanked the prisoners on either side have contained strikebreakers were shipping rebate was a violation of the Ban Quentin, Calif..
terms of the treaty. The senator
unaltered and the attitude of tbe
the door to convicting a man for of- - and a machine gun mounted on an smashed'.
r
added that he preferred a repeal of
Washington
government was still
automobile brought up the rear, but
a waiting one, with the United States
the treaty rather than a repeal of the
in spite of this several members of the
(Contlnued on Page Five)
RACING AUTO RUNS in the position of a close observer.
5 per cent rebate in the tariff law,
crowd of 300 strikers that followed
Senator Sheppard of Texas today
and predicted that the United States
the party attempted to break through SURVIVORS CONTINUE
filed' formal protest with the state dewould have the best of the argument
the lines and liberate the prisoners.
OVER THREE HEN partment against Fede-a- l General
if foreigners tried to make commer.
A crowd of 75 strikers gathered at
TO
REACH
Maas' journey across Texas from one
GOTHAM cial reprisals because of the 5 per
the McLoughlin mines this morning
cent rebate.
,
point in Mexico to another. He charg20
miners
when
that
learned
the
they
A
ILLED
GIRL
ed
NEPHEW
that similar prlvilegec were reDUKE'S
OF
"if
should
MIXTURE
elect
to
it
whom
Germany
at
try
the mine,
employed
they VARIOUS
SHIPS BRING IN VIC- it on us," said Senator Martine, "we
MAKER SPENDS A NIGHT IN
cently denied to generals of the consucceeded in preventing from enterTIMS OF THE GREAT OCEAN
stitutionalists. A reply was promised
PRISON
would shut off her supplies of cotton,
ing the mine yesterday, had returned
CONFESSION ENDS MYSTERY SURDISASTER
by the department by torm itow.
copper and potash. To Great Britain
to work.
ROUNDING DEATH OF DALLAS
we would give the same medicine.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 16 -- Laurence
The strikers paraded back and forth
STENOGRAPHER
New York, Oct. 16 The Red Star Should South America throw
Mexico Gets French Money
down the Duke, aged 35, nephew of James B:
in front of the mine shouting" "We're
... we could. shut off their
r, vi I
i . .
.llnat. V
A..i.
Oct. 16 Provisional, PresiF'aris,
Duke,
of
Tobwnicn
the
American
"""'
VL
president
to
come
gauntlet
the
scabs
for
iwiating
but"; 'was one of
con-- ;
k'Ana jininl
the
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 16.- dent
acco
of Mexico has been able
Huerta
a.
the
H
in
the
company, spent
night
iro aim luuuci iui
iillih will ami
The demonstration continued for two
vict in the state reformatory at
rescue of passen;?' rs from the burned ruin would stare them in the face.
county jail after his racing automo- - to obtain a loan of P.OOO.ono in ParU,
hours before the arrival of the depu
has confessed that he
".Tanan r.eedq nnr nHmi
had struck and killed TTern-- (1 chiefly, according to unconfirmed ra
ties. Seventy-on- e
miners are now be-- . rirtiuer voiuirnoj was steaming slow- '
murdered Florence Brown, the Dallas, j
1'
y wwara port 'u.i'.sy,-ddlayea saloonkeeper, ;wd,. crioud-- ; ports, through tho r'u of r ant
sides
tho!
best:
are
by
her
'this.
air,..,
market.
we'
on
in? held at the county jail
lid farty'
to its shaft, but it was ex- - No senator or citizen wast rammer-- ! Injured Alfred G.' Hoglund, an
Tex., stenographer, who was found In
accident
express
of picketing.
an office with her throat cut on last charge
The Most Rev. Jcre .Mora, arch
jpeoted that It would reach its dock. by jdal war or any other kind of war, raan- - anl Thomas, G. Simmons, a
July 28, according to D. C. Peyton, su
nightfall and set ashore Captain Inch, but other nations grant important fa-- ! shipping clerk, on a country road bishop of the state or Mexico, it
came to Europe recently
ui me iosi steamer and ao other sur- - vers to their industries"
perintendent of the reformatory,. here
south of Seattle.
BRIBERY USED IK
vivors of the Volturno, including many
last night.
It is expected that a formal charge partly on this account. The loan was
The official refused to announce the
members of the crew who were among
of
manslaughter will be placed presumably on short term bills to be
name of the prisoner, but said it had
the last to leave the doomed ship.
Duke. The tracks of his car repaid out of the proceeds of the unagainst
ILLS
WHO
IURDEI1 DEFENSE
been definitely established that, he
show that Duke applied the brakes issued portion of the loan arranged
was in Dallas on the day of tbe
Tank Steamer Is Cheered
when about 100 feet from Farr and last spring.
The foreign office here todav ?
crime. An Investigation now is being
London, Oct. 16. The oil tank
the others, who were gathered in the
NEW DETAILS ARE BROUGHT OUT steamer
WRONGED WIFE road
ceived
a telegram from the French le
which "arrived
made, because itis believed that other
Narragansett,
about Hoglund's automobile en
IN SENSATIONAL TRIAL IN
with the milk in tbe morning" on the
gation at Mexico City suggesting that
persons were, implicated.
in replacing a tire.
gaged
RUSSIA
a warship bo sent to Mexico.
scene of the Volturno disaster and by
The man who confessed had been
CHICAGO
RESIDENT
METES
The government is considering the
sentenced for murder in Indiana and
scattering tons of oil on the raging
Oct, 16. Evidence sea
Kieve,
BRYAN
Russia,
TO
LECTURE
A
FOR
JUSTICE
WRONG
aided
to
went
and, following- the usual pracrethe
matter,
rescue
Texas, where,
greatly
work,
paroled. He
was ?iven today at the resumption of ceived a
Chicago, Oct. 16. William J. Bryan, tice of sending a warship when
YEAR OLD
a
great reception on her arrihe told the official, after being intoxi-- ;
the trial of Mendell Beiliss for the val in the Thames at noon
secretary of state, tarried a few hours French colony requests one, it
ia
A
cated for several weeks, he went into
today.
murder of Andrew Yushinsky ill 1911, band on board a tug met her down
Chicago, Oct. 16. William Keith, in Chicago this afternoon, between probable that one of the French vesa real estate office where Miss Brown
of the river
was accompanied
the
mother
Vera
from sels already In American waters, will
Tcheberiak,
by
and played the
according to the police, was told by trains. He
was employed to rob the place. The
She Hero" and a succession of national his wife that Walter
the murdered boy's playfellow.
Washington by Congressman Maurice be detailed to Mexico. The French
a
scream
to
grocery
Paul,
threatened
stenographer
testified tnat tne woman .Maiitsny, ajr8
clerk, had attacked her. Keith lay Connolly of Dubuque, la., where he foreign office has not been advisei
and he cut her throat with his pocket
who occupied a room above that of
Vessels'
sirens
screamed and cheers in wait for Paul here today and shot will address a public meeting tonight. whether the diplomatic corps at Mexknife.
had
denounced
the
Tcheberiaks,
hcr.;from
the crowdg on the rlver hmkg and killed him.. Keith, who is super- Tomorrow he will review the acts of ico city counseled the Mexican govThe convict returned to Indianaold
an
of
because
quarrel.
greeted the crew of the Narraganett intendent for an interurban railroad, the Wilson administration at Waterl- ernment to use caution In replying tc
polis where he was returned to the
oo, la., at the state dairymen's fair. the representations of the American
The witness also said a journalist, as they reached the
his
for
telephoned to the police, told of his
parole.
violating
reformatory
hus-o- n
declared
her
Tra.ul1
Brusskovsky,
wharf.
The ship had deed and was arrested.
government.
company's
Chief of Police Ryan of Dallas was at
hand would lose his position in the a number of survivors on
Mrs. Keith said she was attacked
the reformatory Tuesday to investipestofflce unless he assisted in dis-- i
by Paul a year ago, but feared to tell GOyPDLSORY YQTIKG
England is Waiting
gate the confession and returned to
Dutch Vessel's Close Call
0, enng the murderers.
Madanfej
her husband. When the attack va's
London, Oct. 16. The British govDallas yesterday.
Tcheberiak swore that she was offer--; New York, Oct.
16. The
ernment has adopted a waiting attiroyal repeated recently, she said, her secret
IS DANIELS' 10
ed' $25,000 to take the guilt on her Dutch-Wes- t
India mail steamer Jan became too burdensome and she told
tude in regard to the Mexican situaown shoulders, those making the
Nassau, Captain Van Der Est, all to her husband.
tion. It considers the matter thus Tar
CHICAGO liEtPS UP
ter saying it was necessary to refute which arrived today from the West
as an entirely national affair of MexSUGSECRETARY OF THE NAVY
the charges against Beiliss.
indies, reported that on the outward
ico and does not contemplate any
BOWMAN IS PARDONED
A
GESTS
BE
LAW
THAT
SUCH
ELOililV ittLUHtl;
'passage from Amsterdam on October
16.
action,
although watching event a
Oct.
President
Washington,
ENACTED
A MONSIGNOR ILL
4, between the Channel and the Azo- closely.
P.
Thomas
Wi'son
today
pardoned
Rome, Oct. 16. Monslgnor Montag-jrefire broke out ln the
The British foreign office has reBowman of Wahpeton, N. D., sentencWOMAN AND MAN, FORMER DEAD,
New Haven, Conn., Oct. 16. In adnine, who was secretary of the Papal
ceived
no information from the lectin
to
ed
1912,
five
June,
years'
LATTER WOUNDcD, FOUND IN
vocating compulsory voting, Secretary
nunciature at pnria- at tha tiras-- o
hold and raged for four days until
In Mexico City in respect to tha
ion
for embezzlement from of the
HOTEL
Navy Josephus Daniels, in the
.the rupture between France and the;the vesgol reached St. Michael, where the Citizens National bank of Wahpereported conference o tho members
"
Yale News today, says:
'Vatican In 1906, is critically ill follow-thfla
e
controtlfid
ton. He was in the Anamosa, Ia.,
of
the diplomatic corps there, and the
,
worn-.A
Oct.
16
man
and
Chicago,
"We have come to a time in our
ng an operation ,n nerHn for an af..
fact that Germany is reported to have
iin weio luuim, ma woman ueuu wnu
when
balnational
life
the
compulsory
fe(,tion of thQ tliroat.
No Sign of Hulk Seen
her throat cut, and the man "shot:
lot must decide for itself. Foreigners, sent a warship to a Mexican port has
16. No
Oct.
England,
Liverpool,
three times and apparently dying, ia
voters of this republic, are abdicating jnot influenced British policy.
sign of the derelict hulk of the Vol- SECOTION STATES
ii room in the Sherman House here
the most important duty of citizen- turno was seen by the Cymric on her
Bonilla Is Fugitive
this afternoon. They were registered
bhip.
voyage across the At'mntlc.
She ar-- '
Vera Cruz, Mexico, Oct. 16. Manuel
as Mr. and Mrs. William C. "Ellis of;
"Should
this
in
ITS SIDE OE CASE
they be allowed
rived here at 7:4" o'clock this morn-- !
oo
Bonilla, who WP3 minister of communCincinnati, Ohio. The woman a ppear-- !
way to desert, any more than a man
and her commander reported that
ing
ication iq the late President Madaro'3
ed to have been 'instantly killed. Kilisi
should be allowed tho right to desert
she had made a circular cruise around
sailed from here today on
a prominent FAILURE
TO the
ia said to have been
CF LEGISLATURE
MRS. EATON tho army in time of war? If we re- - cabinet,
THAT
spot where tho.Von-archad been DECLARES
-- ... ....J Ll.
...
""
i
0 rtujl.utii 1 111 .1
merchant.
IS
THE
leather
MAKE APPROPRIATION
POISONED HER HUSBAND,
abandoned without sighting that ves-in disguise.
Attaches of the hotel said that ElCAUSE
THE
ADMIRAL
LATE
to
on
serve
the jury, to hear arm?
sel or an,y wreckage,
Fearing arrest he has fled Mexico.
lis was a member of the wholesale
when called on, to obey any process He arrived hero this
morning ami
16.
Santa Fo, N. M., Oct.. IS. The
leather firm of G. E.' Ellis and ComThe pre- of the court, however much he may went on board
Plymouth, Mass., Oct.
Seydlitz Brings Passengers
the liner, which wrs
work-oliminaries
trial
Jenof
to
the
pany of Cincinnati. Ellis' wounds had mounted police of the state will go
over,
Mrs.
to
giving testimony,
object
Philadelphia, Oct. 16. The North
due to sail at, 1 o'clock for Cuba.
been inflicted 'with a small revolver out of business on December 1, next, German Lloyd steamer Seydlitz, from nie May Eaton, charged with the murtho roads in many districts, and
Spain and Ec;";:ind;.
which was found in the room. He the supreme court today having de- Bremen for Philadelphia and Balti- der of her husband, Rear Adimarl Jos- to pay taxes whether
lie approves
were n8ii tod-!Arrangements
for
manwas taken to the county jail hospital, nied their petition for a writ of
more, one of the ships that went to eph G.' Eaton, started in earnest to- them or not, may we not also make it 200 refugees from Torreoa io I:
whero it was said his wounds were damus to compel the state auditor to the assistance of the Volturno and day. The court room was filled with compulsory for him to vote?
taken on board the ' Texas VI' si
not necessarily fatal. A small pen- make a tax levy for their support. which is bringing nearly 40 of the spectators.
"The chief and most
Tho American consul, Wi!
Tampico.
It was expected that the opening attribute of citizenship is the use of Unm W.
knife, with which the police said the The legislature did not appropriate for rescued steerage passengers to this
and Rear A.lini' si F
Canada,
woman's fatal wounds probably had them, although no specific law was port, passed the Delaware capes at statements of counsel
be start- the ballot. If he can forset his duty, F. Fletcher
ih nrran-r- -!
supervised
been inflicted, also was found in the passed repealing the act creating the 9:30 o'clock this morning.
The ves- ed and the first, witnesses heard.
must compel him to weal! menfs. The Tevs
'ho
fta'e
City
hrre
v
"The prosecutlou contends and
force.
room.
sel will dock at C p. m.
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the instant the riflu cracks the moving film halts for a fraction of a second. Just long enough for one to see
where his shot has hit Whether it
is a seal slipping into the water from
a rock, a, springing lion or a leaping
antelope, the, instant the rilie cracks
the moving object stops. Then, where
the bullet , pierced the white paper
screen, a little hole appears, showing
a red light. This glows for an instant, then the film resumes its motion.
The life target provides the marksman with objects, to shoot at under
conditions as realistic as the modern
cinematograph can make them. The
pictures can be adapte.l to represent
Objects at any desired range and at,
any rate of movement, and the mechanism can be bo adjusted as to take
account of all the conditions of actual
shooting; go that, in firing at a moving object 1,000 feet away the marksman must take into consideration the
motion of the object between the moment of pulling the trigger and the
moment the bullet would reach the
mark.
For the training of military marksmen, the cinematograph target has
been approved by the British war

under the shining sun. Hut the aver-aye congressman noius tenaciously iu
his own special privileges. His free
1879.
ESTABLISHED
postage graft, his mileage graft, his
printing graft, his stationery graft, his
lecture graft, and all the other grafts
Published By
including his secretary and personal
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
clerkships and appointive privileges
(Incorporated.)
all these things the congressman
will not give up. whatever may be
EDITOR
M. PADGETT
done to the rest of the people. Scores
of members are now at their homes
repairing their political fences; others
are getting pay for lectures, and still
others are listlessly Idling away their
time in Washington, and the people
Entered tt tlie posUiffice at Last
continue to pay and pay and pay.
New Mexico, for
L&a
o
through the ULlted States
malls is fecond class matter.
UNCLE SAM AN1 FOOTBALL
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SANTA FE
IMPRESSIVE CEREMONIES ACCOMPANY THE CONFERRING
OF DEGREES

Wc take placsurc in
announcing that

Santa Fe, Oct. 16. The thirteen! u
reunion r the Scottish Hite Masons
was formally opened yesterJa morning with imposing ceremonies at the
Scottish Rite cathedral which looked
beautiful in the dazzling sunlight of
AND HIS
a Santa Fe ideal day.
To Colonel Townsley, superintendTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
DOG
By 9 o'clock everything was in readent of the Military Academy at West
Dally, by Carrier
iness for the organization of the
05 Point, it Beems an unpardonable waste
Per Copy
Will be here to entertain the parents
class, though a number of members
15 of good war material that budding
One Week
and children of this town and vicinity.
of the class did not arrive until noon.
65 generals should be permitted to incur
One Month
At 10 a. m. the regular meeting of the
Don't FaU To See Them
7.50 injuries, likely to prove permanent, on
One Year
at
was
held
bodies
and
not
satisfied
la
He
field.
the football
Dally, by Mail
They're the real, live characters, the
10:30 a. m. the work of conferring the
measures like
with proposing half-wa- y
One Year
ones you want to see and the
very
fourth degree was begun, Edmund C.
3.00 reforming the rules. He wants the
Six Months :
children should not be allowed to
MEANS SUAUTY
Abbott bejng venerable master.
game abolished, just as Columbia did
miss then.
were
the
Throughout
day degrees
several years ago.
rnn
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
conferred, the fourteenth being given
At West Point the young men have
at night.
GROWER
all been selected after thorough phyFEAST OF TABERNACLES BEGINS
The beautiful spacious stage, the
One Year
No
weaklings
sical examination.,
New York, Oct. 16. The Jews ofjplendid scenery and above all the
L"0
Six Months
need apply. And for strength and size
Xew York City, like those living else- - smoothness with which the work was
and endurance the cadets who play
where, throughout the world, began carried out elicited many compliments
lot.
the
of
the
be
pick
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- football should
their celebration of Succoth, for all those who had anything to do
If the game is too severe for them, today
tions,)
the
Feast
of Tabernacles, which lasts with the ceremonies. Special praise
to
civilian
It be suffered
Remit by draft, check or money oi- - whv should
a week, and concludes the cycle of lis due Samuel G. Cartwrlght and
iihr. If sent otherwise we will not youths?
autumnal Jewish holidays.
Succoth Charles G. Kanen, who has spared no
In the end, the objections made in
e responsible for loss.
is celebrated in commemoration of pains to provide the proper stage set-th- e
a
As
same.
sport,
both cases are the
Specimen copies free od
period which the children of Is-- ! ting and cleverly manipulate the many
football engages only a very small
rael
spent in the wilderness after lights which give huch a fine effect.
part of the students at any college tneir exouus f'01"
The program of the reunion today
Egypt, and when
no
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way
whose specialized training
n
lived in booths constructed
of is as follows:
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ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
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tends to the physical development
1
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historical
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and foliage.
from the
conferring
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
the, whole bodv. The only exercise
of
and
the
anbiblical
of
religious
feast
there
Knights
the
degrees.
is
origin
PAID FOR
the rest get from the game is f rom
other interpretation placed upon it. East, fifteenth degree, Council of Jerooting and celebrating the victories
is but little doubt that the feast rusalem. The degree team is comAdvertisers ara guaranteed the that fall to their team. A certain Theye
was the ravest feast of posed of the following:
oriignally
or
more
largest dally and weekly circulation number of players are' hurt
John S. R. Hammit, worsnipful ruler.
the Jews, a season of thanksgiving
even
under
of any newspaper in northern New lesa seriously every year,
James H. Wroth, venerable priest.
the
of
their
cropB.
garnering
the best of rules, but competition be- following
Mexico.
Alphenus A, Keen, venerable scribe.
tween colleges and the game's specE. LInney, master of cereCharles
"ETHER DAY" OBSERVED
tacular side assure its popularity, in
monies.
TELEPHONES
older
Boston, Oct, 16. "Ether Day" the
splte of the lamentations of the
James A. Rutledge, captain of the
Main 2
business Office
anniversary of the in-- guard.
generation.
Main
9
News Department
There are plenty of sports more troductiou of ether as an anaesthetic
Nathan Jaffa, Zarababal.
beneficial, probably none, so popular in surgery, was observed attheMassa-witCourt of King Cyrus
the colleges. But if West .Point chusetts general hospital today in
THfl'SDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1313.
and suance of an annual custom inaug-brutatoo
as
rough
football
Nathan
Jaffa, Zarababal.
drop
it would be a hard blow to urated many years ago. It was on
Llewellyn C. Hall, King Cyrus.
CO.Mi UKSSIONAL GKAFTS the game. It is a case of the sur-- j October 16, 1846, that Dr. Thomas Charles A. Wheelon, Satrap.
sentiment-N- ew Morton
Frank B. Andrews, master of cavof the hospital staff performgeons' statistics against
World.
York
ed the first surgical operation on a alry.
For at least 20 minutes the other
Thomas J. Sanford, master of inpatient under the influence of ether.
day the pople of the United States
The anniversary exercises today were fantry.
were paying at the rate of about $30
Robert h. Cooper, master of palace.
attendance by many physicians and
a rn!:' ',!!'' while Representative Hobson
CURRENT MAGAZINES
and Representative Underwood aired
surgeons of wide prominence, Includ- ' Norman L. King, master of finance.
Edward J. Eames, master of chantheir personal political quarrels upon
ing representatives of medical schools
land hospitals throughout the country. cery.
the fU'or of the house. Both of these
f ;
Wesley O. Connor, Jr., captain of
"Shooting Up" the Movies
soiii.ii.'nicfs ftrQ cantuuaies ior uie j
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the guard.
Society this winter will nave tne
sen," 'fe from Alabama and thev forrner- KING
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wild
The following degrees are comy wero fast friends and political delightful experience of shooting
I UVY1I
Ixmdon, Oct. 16. The five weeks' municated:
room,
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animals
drawing
that
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No- old son of Duke and Duchess of
Prince of Jerusalem, sixteenth defriendship would have continued had AVendcll Phillips Dodge in the
Miss
Goelot
latter.
May
(the
Meehancrs
r
magazine.
gree; Knight of the East and West,
It not developed that both wanted the vember Popul
Xo lontor 's it necessary to go to of New York before her marriage) seventeenth degree.
same :ob. Then Hobson began
was chirstened in the Chapel Royal,
IN THE AFTERNOON
Hnderwood and calling him the heart of Africa, the fastnesses the
afternoon.!
St. James' Palace, this
the
of
or
the
mountains'
Ural
crags
names. I nrhaps the general public
Knight Rose Croix, 18th Degree
and Queen Mary were
would iiev
have been pestered with Rockies o shoot big game. This can King George
John W. Mayes,' wise master.
After the service their
this quarrel had It not been dragged now be done between office hours and the sponsors.
Harry S. Bowman, senior warden.
din majesties presented the infant with
or
after
suit
in
business
a
dinner
into congress.
Edward R. Paul, junior warden.
no dan- several pieces of Jewelry.
Francis J. Wilson, orator.
Here is a phase of .American politics ner In evening clothes, with
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by
sportsman,
ger
Thomas J.. Sanford, master of cerethat is anything but edifying. It seems
motion-picturshooting gallery.
to bo customary for rival representaTO PASS ON SEPTEMBER MORN monies.
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From the point of view, of sport, the
(gas
Marvin G. Yates, guard of temple.
tives and senators to burst into public
New Orleans, Oct. 10. A tattooed
excels anything ever seen
"life"
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No.
view by taking up the time and attenon the
of September Morn
figure
excitement
The following are the officers of
tion of the national congress with on any rifle range. The
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the wing, at. broad chest of husky James
on
at
birds
of
shooting
Moss Point. Miss., may keep that the Council of Kadosh:
persona! and in most instances petty
horses leaping fences, airmen soaring
Charles M. Stauffer, commander;
quarrels. Of course, the main object
young man from realizing his ambition
and'
dipping, polar bears, Indians in
Emmett
J. DeArcy, first lieutenant
Of this kind of warfare Is to create
A
to
few
enter
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Uncle
navy.
beasts in the
These popular shoes possess all the style and
TTamr S. Bowman sec
- commandera furore and give Importance to such ambush, lions and other
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ond' lieutenant
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sure
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ting all of their charges and counter
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there
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Marvin G. Yates, recorder;
chaTges printed at
is such
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surgeon
new"
York theatrical manager,
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first shot at them In Berlin, and from Refusal to pass him
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re on their way to the remote corthat day he has not been able to tlio regulation against obscene tattoo Lodge, will be communicated.
ners of the state of Alabama and soon
leave, a rifle alone. He brought back 'marks. Whether the inspector for
Noachite or Prussian Knight'
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latest
One of the things that are being
ferred by the following degree team:
The novelty of the device is that attracting general interest.
today of representatives and
senators is curtailment of the various
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Emmett J. DeArcy, warden of the
Frank L. Myers, captain of the
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deHarold F. Coggeshall, warden of the Tabernacle; the twenty-fourtGeorge H. Hunker, hospitaller.
derwood of Hobson. The whole
the Eouth.
gree, Prince of the Tabernacle; the
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at arflis w as trivial and unworthy
MONTRAVILLE WOOD.
degree, Knight of
twenty-fiftCharles M. Stauffer, orator.
degree, Knight of the the Sun, and the twenty-nintof national notice. In this particular
degree,
Brazen Serpent, and the twenty-sixtGlenn A. Gray, recorder.
Professor extensively iu the future and that
Scottish Knight of St. Andrew, will
instance Hobscu seems to have been
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Prince
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of
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Mercy,
Dunlavy, fiscal,
degree,
Wood's gyroscope, which he demon- these mail routes will be established
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the one most at fault. But if so he is next number on the Y. M. C. A,
municated by,, Brother Wheelon.
H. Dorman, warder.
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entertainment,
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help
At 8:30 p. m. tonight a dance will
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enly one of many representatives who
Vesafety appliances
course, who appears in Las
Commander of Temple, 27th be given at the
ed make the aerial carrying of mail ' are installed in aeroplanes.
Prince of Libanus, 22nd Degree
Knight
bring discre'I't upon congress in some gas
This,
banquet hall of the
Saturday night, it. will be Inter- possible.
mch, way.
Conferred by Las Vegas brethren.
Conferred by Albuquerque brethren.
Scottish Rite cathedral for Scottish
doubtless, will help relieve the sltua- It Is Idle to hope that congress will esting to note, more than a year ago
I'rofessor T,ood believes that there tion which now confronts the postof-i- s
Alonzo B. McMillen, venerable chief.
George IL Kinkel, venerable master. Rite Masons and ladies and visiting
Ti.
aerinl postmaster of
no question but that mail will he flee department, that of crowding the
wag
reform itself
James A. Rutledge, sub master.
may attempt to
Edward A. Mann, senior warden.
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.i-James F. Anton, preceptor.
John Venable, junior warden.
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STRA 1 TOPICS FROM V V V
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
According to
New York,
statistics gathered by the Industrial
Bureau of the Merchants' association,
feed the
it costs $654,000,000 a year to
EstiYork
city.
New
inhabitants of
of New York
the
population
mating
calcucity at four millions, a simple
lation will show that the average cost
of keeping one person fed during the
are
year is about ?1G0. But averages
individgreatly deceiving in judging
ual cases of the conditions of classes.
There are hundreds of thousands of
sevpersons in New York who spend
eral times $160 a year lor their food,
while on the other hand there are several millions of individuals in Greater
New York who spend considerably
less than $160 for their food in a year;
not because they have no pppetita but
simply because they have not the
means,
To distribute the food stuffs necessary for the sustenance of the people
0
of New York city there are about
grocery dealers and delicatessen
merchants, all of them doing a thrivall the
ing business. Practically
meats consumed1 in New York come
from the west, particularly Chicago.
Almost the only exception is the
Kosher meat which comes from animals slaughtered by Jewish butchers
right in the city.
What the inhabitants of New York
city consume is but a trifle compared
with, the enormous quantities of foodstuffs handled in tnis city. Shiploads
of foodstuffs arrive hero daily and are
distributed from here to every part
of the country. On the other hand
enqurmous quantities of meats and
other provisions arrive here daily
from other sections of the country,
to be distributed from, here to all
parts of the world. New York is also
Oct. 16.

12,-00-

the distributing point for nearly all
the foreign delicacies, wines, liquors,
etc., and for large quantities of fruit
coming to this country from foreign
countries.

business establishment in the downtown district, has solved the transportation problem so far as her own
comfort is concerned with remarkable cleverness. Realizing that, withMany a New Home will Have a Little
out having the strength of a prize
bunbenm to Bnphten it.
fighter and the brutality of a mad
bull, she could never get a seat, she
provided herself with a neat folding
stool. Resistless she allows herself
to be swept by the mad rush into one
of the subway cars and having found
a suitable place she unfolds her foldE
xx-'-.ing stool and sits down, making her
There Is usually a certain degree of drend
In ovory woman's mind as to the probable trip with at least a modicum of

Stork end Copid
Cmmg Plotters

,'

,

jhkl

distress and danger of
lint, thanks to a moHt remarkable remedy
kuowu as Mother's Friend, all fear is banished and the period Is one of unbounded,
joyful anticipation.
Mother's Friend Is used externally. It
Is a most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
pliant so they expand easily and naturally
without pain, without distress and with
none of that peculiar nausea, nervousness
and other symptoms that tend to weaken!
the prospective mother. Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration;'
are rated as cuiinlng plotters to heraldthey
the
coming of. a little sunbeam to gladden the
hearts and brighten the homes of a host ofl
pain,

The deportation of Mary Lloyd, an
English vaudeville actress', who arrived at tnis port the other day to
gather in a goodly collection of American dollars on her proposed vaudeconsiderable
ville, tour, has cauced
comment. Her deportation was ordered because she was living with
a m.nn named Bernard Dillon, who is
not her husband, and as whose wife
she posed on her trip across the
ocean. This unexpected action of the
immigration authorities 'has set everybody guessing. It is an open secret
that practically
every passenger
steamship arriving In this port has
arriong Its passengers a number of
whose "marital" relations
couples
would not stand' the test of an Investigation. Theatrical folk and certain
society people are not, as a rule, particular about 'the legality of their relations to the mates of the opposite
sex with whom they occupy cabins or
suites on board of ship. If the Immigration authorities should take the
notion of investigating every couple's
relations as to their legality, ocean
trlns would hpcome (Htt.rfimp.lv numm
ular with stage and society people of
a certain class Some sarcastic person has suggested as the probable explanation of the action of the Immigration authorities in this case, that
the Immigration officials were prompted- by patriotic motives and that they
excluded the actress because they
feared that her example might corrupt the morals of our American
stege folk.

OCTOBER

child-birth-

,

happy families.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother s Friend, and thus know from
experience that It Is one of our greatest
contributions to healthy, happy motherhood. It is Bold by all drusglsts at $1.00
per bottle, and Is especially recommended
as a preventive of caking breasts and all
other such distresses.
Write to Bradfleid Regulator Co., 131
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ua., for their very
valuable book to expectant mothers.
Get
a bottle of Mother's Friend torday.

'

THREE
terly playing of Skolnik, who is delighted with his friends in jail and
with his peaceful surroundings.

HELPLESS AS BABY
Down in Mind

Unable to Work,

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY

and What Helped Her.

BEAUTIFY

Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "I suffered for 15 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. I suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardui, the womar's
Love or nnery and vanity, together
tonic, and got relief from the very first
with almost incredible imprudence dose. By the time I had taken 12 botmade a bad combination for a young tles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 48
years years old, but feel as
girl employed as maid by a wealthy
as 1 did when only 16.
good
woman
on
Lenox avenue.
Some
Cardui
saved me from losing
time ago the employer of the woman ny mind, certainly
and 1 feel it my duty to speak
found that she was systematically be- in its favor. I wish I. had some power
Fine dresses and other over poor, suffering women, and could
ing robbed.
make them know the good it would do
wearing apparel, jewelry, etc., dis- them."
,
If you suffer from any of the ailments
appeared from her apartments and
no trace of the thief could be found. peculiar to women, it will certainly be
She never suspected her maid and worth your while to give Cardui a trial.
It has been
weak women for
retained her in her service. Finally more than 50 helping
years, and will help you,
she informed the police authorities too.
and two detectives were detailed to
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.
investigate the case. It did not take
Writtto: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'

them long to find out that the maid
had an inordinate love for having- her
photograph taken. The detectives
made the rounds of a number of galleries in the vicinity and soon had
a collection of photographs of the
handsome girl. They took the pictures to her employer and the woman
quickly saw that the clothes and1 ornaments worn by her maid, when she
sat for these pictures, were not the
girl's property but had been stolen
from her employer.

e

1

Every person who has lived in New
York for some time knows that the
rush hour on the subway and the
other lines of transportation in the
city is a nightmare. Human beings
acting like wild beasts are not a pleasing or cheerful sight and a trip on
any of the lines of transportation during the rush hours of the morning or
afternoon will leave a decidedly brown
taste in the mouth of those who have
Following the example Bet by Fathnot been thoroughly Immunized! by er Vaughn, the noted missionary
long habit. Many suggestions have among the poor of London, some of
been, made to rob the rush hour of ' the churches of New York city intend
its terrors, but all such attempts are to have a number op automobiles
nutiie uniess it were possiDie first toi transformed Into movable churches
transform wild beasts Into decent and and send them, in charge of minisconsiderate human beings.
ters, to the densely populated disOne lone woman, employed In some tricts where churches are scarce and

1

New life has been infused' Into the
alimony club at Ludlow street jail
and the members of the club, who
lately have been suffering consider
ably from ennui, are taking new to
terest In life. All this is due to the
fact that Gregor Skolnlk, former con
cert master of the Chicago Opera
company, has Joined the club. Skolnlk,
who has had trouble with his wife,
preferred" going to jail rather than
pay alimony. Is a fine performer on
the violin, and, whenever it Is arrang
ed, the Alimony club passes the time
most enjoyably listening to the mas

fv

"THE CLOD"

1

LONG BE
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CLASSIC

MAKE IT THICK, GLOSSY, WAVY,
NEW FIELDING PRODUCTION SETS
LUXURIANT AND REMOVE
NEW STANDARD FOR MOVING
ALL DANDRUFF

PICTURES
Your hair
becomes light, wavy,
fluffy,, abundant and appears as soft,
,

lustrous and beautiful as a young
girl's after a ''Danderlne hair cleanse."
Just try this moisten a cloth with
a little Danderlne and carefully draw
it through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse,
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive
oil and in just a few 'moments you
have doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Danderlne dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invig
orates the scalp, forever stopping itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., tor Stortal
at first yes but really new
InxtrMctioni on your case and
book, "Homo downy
Treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. D .C. 2
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
saloons plentiful.' The plan ia said of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
to have worked well In London and ESnowlton's Danderlne from any drug
It is believed that It can be used to gist or toilet counter, and Just try it.
Adv.
great advantage in New York.

y

,

16, 1913.

"The Clod,"., the two-ree- l
Lubin
film, acted produced and written by Ro- maine Fielding, is a classic that will

remain such for years. This picture
Is a marvelously human portrayal of
an incident of the Mexican revolution.
"The Clod" was produced in Arizona
close to the Mexico line, yet all the
scenes are typical of Mexico.
The destructive feature of war Is
vividly depicted. "The Clod," a hardworking, peaceful Mexican farmer,
without ever realizing the significance
of war, is ruined financially and finally is killed together with his mother and wife, his house and fields are
totally destroyed, and, he is convinced, just before his death in undeveloped mind that war is merely a
succession of events In which the
physical power of one man or men
over others In stealing and destroying is employed to the blotting out
of happiness of Innocent men. The
picture displays numerous actual occurences in Mexico, and is perhaps,
CENTENNIAL OF BATTLE
the most vivid impression of the Mex
Leipsic, Saxony, Oct. 16. Sovereign ican
revolution that could be shown
rulers of the German states, military
through
moving pictures.
officers of renown and a host of oth
er dignitaries have gathered here for "The Fatal Scar," also a production
of Romalne Fielding, is dramatically
the celebration of the centennial an
These pictures were
interesting.
niversary of the battle of Leipsic, shown at the Browne and
Photoplay
which had its beginning one hundred
theaters last night.
years ago today. The conflict, which
The music, furnished by Bistolfl'8
is known to history as "the battle of
and the Siminson orchestra,
orchestra
the nations," was between the French
waa unexcelled.
army and Its allies, commanded by
Napoleon, and the Austrian, Russian
and Prussian armies. A total of 400,- "GASGARETS" RELIEVE
000 men participated in
the battle,
which raged for three days. The
French were beaten, chiefly owing to
SICK, SOUR STOLIACH
17 Saxon battalions, their allies, turning upon them in the heat of the en
MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOGgagement.
GED WASTE

FROM LIVER

AND BOWELS
When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
Get a
discouraged, you should use a little
box. now.
HERBINB at bedtime. It opens the
That awful sourness, belcEliig of
bowels, purifies the system and re
stores a fine feeling of health and en acid and foul gases; that pain in the
ersy. Price 50c. Sold by Central pit of the stomach, the hear. ' urn,
Drug Co. Adv.
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
eating, dizziness and sick headache,
TO DISCUSS PUBLIC UTILITIES means a disordered
stomach, which
St. Paul, Minn., Oct." 16. The most cannot be
regulated until you remove'
notable feature of the program ar the cause. It Isn't your stomach's
ranged for the meeting of the Minne fault. Your stomach is as good aa
sota League of Municipalities, which any.
opened here today for a two days'
Try Cascarets;
they Immediately
session, is a joint debate on the ques- cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
tion of public utilities control, with undigested and fermenting food and
two speakers on each side. Halford foul gases; take the excess hila from
Erickson, a member of the Wiscon the liver and carry off the constipated!
sin commission, and C. A. Russell of waste matter and poison from the
Brainerd will speak In behalf of state bowels. Then your stomach trouble
control, while the negative side will is ended. A Cascaret tonight will
be taken by T. C. Richmond, an at- straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will
torney at Madison, Wis., and a speaker from this state. There will also keep your stomach sweet; lver an
be addresses by a number of other bowels regu'ar for months. Don's
prominent speakers!
forget the children their little inside,
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
'
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Yields to Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound.
Athens, Texas. "I had a
of diseases, some of them of long
standing.. I wrote
to you for advice
and took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegeta
ble Compound, and
some other things
that you suggested. I must confess
that I am much bet
ter in every way and
have been relieved
of some of the worst
troubles. MvneiVh-nors say i iook younger now than I did
fifteen years ago." Mrs. Sarah R.
Whatley, Athens, Texas, R. F. D.

if)

ALBUQUERQUE

The scenes In the heading displayed above this article are from "Ready
Money," the clever William A. Brady
attraction which will be produced tonight at the Duncan opera house.
"Bought and Paid For," the Brady
play which was given here a short
time ago, was guaranteed personally
.

by Mr. Brady. "Ready Money" comes
under the. same agreement, and there
is little doubt but that it will please
the audience as well as did its predecessor.
"Ready Money" was played in Albuquerque Tuesday night, delighting a

PLEASED

WITH "READY

MONEY"

large audience at the Elks' theater. phen Baird, owner of the Sky Rocket
The Albuquerque Journal's dramatic mine, makes his appearance, proud
critio had the following to say In com- but broke and in need of funds to
mendation of the play:
carry on development work. Then
A crowded house greeted "Ready ensues a lot of hilarious seriousness
Money," at the Elka theater last for the down and out mining man
night, and the audience had one of who' refused to admit his poverty,
the real treats that now and then and his pals, all of them rich, who
come to Albuquerque. It was a light wish to help him out He Is too
three-ac- t
comedy, centering around a (proud to accept any favors, even
bit of high financing in which a gold when down to his last twenty-fivmine, located at Gallup, "Arizona," cents.
and a package of counterfeit money
Meantime the counterfeiter makes
his appearance and leaves a twenty
played the leading parts.
The play opened with a scene in a thousand dollar package, that has all
rich young blood's apartments in the the appearance of real money, with
Plaza hotel, New York, where Ste the mining man. When the roll Is
e

PERFORMANCE.

shown everybody wants to get in on
a thing backed by a man so evidently
prosperous and the upshot of It all is
that the gold is found and everybody
makes money.
The entire cast was good. However, the acting of Robert Ober as the
mine promoter, and Gray don Fox, a
millionaire's son who was bent on
getting about all there is out of life
that money could buy; Douglas Wood,
who played the part of the counterand T. E. B.
feiter, to perfection,
the United
as
West,
Captain
Henry,
States secret service agent on the
track of the "phoney" money, was
especially praiseworthy.

Also, it would be difficult to conceive of better acting than that of

Adelaide Hastings, who, as Mrs. Grace
E. Tyler, dominated the situation with
ease and grace, while Miss Nena
Blake, as Miss Grace Tyler, sweetheart of the mine promoter, was ex-

cellent.
No review of the play would be
completo without mention of the part
taken by Clarence Rockfeller, as
Reddy, the office boy, who furnished
a large part of the laughs of the
evening.
The show was advertised as first
class, and It met all the expectations
of the audience.

No. 3. Box 92.
We know of no other medicine which
has been so successful in relieving the
suffering of women, or received so many
genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
In nearly every community you will
find women who have been restored to
health by this famous medicine. Almost
every woman you meet knows of the
great good it has been doing among
suffering women for the past 30 years.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass., are files containing hundreds of
thousands of letters from women seeking health, in which many openly state

over their own signatures that they have
regained their health by taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
many of them state that it has saved
them from surgical operations.
If you want special advice write to

lydia

E.

Pinkham Medicine

Co. (ennfl

dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened,
and answered hr
woman and, held ia strict mutifuti.

rxt

VOPICKA OFF FOR BUCHAREST
16. Charles
Chicago, Oct.
J.

of this city, who was recently
appointed United States minister to
the Balkan states, left today for New
York, whence he will sail for Europe
next Tuesday. He expects to reach
Bucharest, where he will be stationed, on November 18.
Stomach Trouble and Constipation
Cured
"I was sick for three years with
stomach trouble and constipation, doctored continually with different physicians, with only temporary relief,"
says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp,
"A friend advised me to try
Ohio.
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
and continued to use them for one
year, and they completely cured me,
not only (of the stomach trouble but
also of the constipation."
For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
SAN JOSE CELEBRATES
San Jose, Costa Rica, Oct. 16. A
hundred jyears ago the name of this
city was changed formally from Villa
Nueva to San Jose. Today the residents of the capital are celebrating1
the. centennial of the city, ,'out in reality the place was founded in 1751 and
was known aB Villa Nueva until Oc
tober 18, 1813,
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serMORE STORM DAMAGE
vice.
Highland Light, Mass., Oct. 16.
A growing scarcity of willow,' gen- Two more barges sunk and four more
erally used for wooden shoes In Eu- lives lost weer additions to day to the
of toll enacted by the northeast
gale
rope, is leading to an adoption

OREENIJEART HAS

$2,gg7.::
DEAFNESS

16,

used for planting by the forest

"with increases totalling but

7oS,7007

OCTOBER

CURED

SEETHE NEW PICKARD

CHINA

applications, as they cannot
OF poplar.
reach the diseased portions of the
which has swept the Massachusetts
ear. There is only one way to cure
coast at an average speed of 60v miles
California
a
distinct
pine,
Torey
(ieafness", and that is by constitutional
species, has been found in only two an hour for three days.
remedies. Deafness is caused by, an
inflamed coudition of the mucous linisolated localities in the southern part
Tube. When
ing of the Eustachian
of the state.
THAT
AN
ANOTHER CHICAGO OUTRAGE
this tube is inflamed you have a rumOne hundred acres on the Florida
M.
16.
Oct.
Rau,
Charles
and
Chicago,
or
bling sound
imperfect hearing,
WOOD GROWING IN BRITISH GUI- - national forest will be sown to mari- business
agent of the Steam Fitters'
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION when it is entirely closed, clearness
ANA WILL LAST FOR A
inflam
the
unless
seed
is
time
this
fall.
the
and
Maritime
result,
pine
association and one of the
OF
Protective
RESULT
ANNOUNCES
CENTURY
mation can be taken out and tnis tuue
AT;
is the source of the French tur- best union labor men in this city, was
'
pine
ITS LABORS
condition,
'
restored to its normal
pentine
industry.
a
in
unconscious
still
hospital today
forever;
hearing will be destroyed
Clayton D. Mell of the United States
San Francisco recently received its from a murderous attack made on him
by
Santa Fe, Oct. 16. According to nine cases out of ten are caused
New
Inforest service, sailed today from
s
which is nothing but an
first cargo of lumber from the
last night. As no attempt was made
figures announced hero today by the catarrh,
flamed condition of the mucous sur- York for British Guiana to Inspect
Alaska.
national
The
final
the
forest,
to rob him, the police believe that the
of
equalization,
state board
faces.
LnJ bur
iuf
greenheart timber to be used in the shipment consisted of 1,500,009 feet attack was made
valuation for taxation in
Dollars
Hundred
by labor enemies of
One
We will give
madocks
other
of
construction
and
of
In
In
East
by
spruce.
gitka
deafness
was
is
$5,406,252.
As
of
Rau.
(caused
he
for any case
walking
San Miguel county
bj cured b rine work for the Panama canal. He
Three native species of larch fur Thirty-thirstreet last night two men
this county the net amount shown catarrh) that canuot
isthmian
the
at
the
circul
of
Send
for
goes
request
nish timber in the United States. One seized him, dragged him Into an alley
To Hall's Catarrh Cure.
by the tax rolls was $4,847,110.
canal commission, in qrder that the
his free.
board
grows in New England and the lake and pounded and kicked him, leaving
state
the
was
added
C3-this
by
Toledo. Ohio
F. J. CHENEY &
engineers may be' sure that they are states, another in the Pacific north him for!
dead.
Sold by Druggists, Yoo.
9091,301. The state board deducted
1
getting genuine" greenheart timber, west, and the third in the high moun
Take Hull's Family Fills for const
572.058.
suba
which
number of inferior
for
Adv.
tains of the northern Rockies. Euro
A raise of $19,277,147 in the total patiun.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
stitutes are offered.
larch has been planted extensive
pean
assessed valuation of the state for
New York, Oct. 16. Speculative
BROTHER-IN-LAGenuine greenheart has the repuGROUCH
ly in the prairie states.
1913 over 1912 is the n.t result of the
veered strongly to the sellsentiment
crown
The
most
16.
German
the
of
resistant
Oct.
tation
being
Berlin,
state
the
assessors
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
and
the
of
side
Opinion was espetoday.
work,
ing
prince recently sent a letter of pro- wood to the attack of marine borers
more
importhe
board of equalization, according to test to Imperial Chancellor Von Beth-- and to decay. Borers are especially
bearish
among
cially
Chronic Dyspepsia
THE ORIGINAL NEW YORK PP 0 DUCT 1 0 N
The following unsolicited testimo tant professional traders, who were
figures made public this morning at
agaiust permission be- bad in tropical waters. The wood Is,
the office of the traveling auditor. The ing given to Prince Ernest August of in addition, hard, heavy and durable, nial should certainly be sufficient to the heaviest sellers of Union Pacific,
ive hope and qourage to persons af
WILLIAM A. BRADY LTD. Presents
board completed its worlc about a Cumberland, the husband of the crown and not subject to damage from im
"i Reading and the Coppers.
flicted with chronic dyspepsia,
were
by
week ago, but it was not until today prince's only Bister, to occupy the pact and wear. Indisputable records have been a chronic dyspeptic for
of
stock
impressed
Holders
THE NEW YORK AND LONDON COMEDY TRIUMPH
that the corrections were all made on throne of the Duchcy of Brunswick, show that the best grades of this years, and of all the medicine I have ihe continued absence of banking supthe tax rolls and1 the totals again without his expressed renunciation of wood surpass iron and steel as to taken. Chamberlain's Tablets have port, but reports that banks and trust
ilane me more good than anything
figured up.
his pretensions to the throne of Han- lasting qualities in contact with salt else," says W. G. Mattison, No. 7 companies were unloading holdings
water. It has been known and used Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For because dissatisfied with the finan
The tax valuation of Nw Mexico over.
II
Lit
for 1913, according to tha correcled
cial, political and business conditions
This protest, has proved unsuccess-jful- , since 17G9. Logs have remained intact sale by ail dealers. Adv.
It Is figured
met with denials. Further cuts in
BY JAMES MONTGOMERY
figures, is $91,734,001.
for the imperial chancellor today under water for 100 years. Lock
d
situation
of full value. sent a long reply to the crown prince gate3 in English canals have been
Mexican
on a basis of
the
Steel
products,
COURT APPOINTS COUNSEL
to the effect of
The total as taken from the assess- in which he Justified the position made of it for years, and the only
A COMEDY OF LOVE AND ROMANCE
Los Angeles, Oct. 1G. Dr. John and conjectures as
beIn deso
far has Grant
had
ment rolls of the various counties
weight
taken by the Prussian government. limit of their durability
legislation
FULL OF LAUGHS AND THRILLS
currency
Lyman, the promoter accused
fore the state board of equalization At the same time the Prussian govern been the length of service of their of
sentiment.
pressing
to
defraud
used
mails
the
having
tad passed on them was $84,086,518 ment today formulated a resolution iron bolts and fastenings, which usu- in connection
Although trading became dull after
with Panama lands, told
The NOTABLE COMPANY includes
assessment
much
can
1912
after
without
be renewed
tor 1913. The
the
first hour, the market showed no
for submission to the federal council ally
disIn
federal
the
Wellbcin,
the appeals had all been decided by of the German empire, revoking its trouble. Greenheart in Liverpool Jeudge
with
recover
NENA BLAKE
DOUGLAS WOOD
to
spirit.
OBER
any
ROBERT
trict court today, that he had no ability
JOHN C. BROWNELL
T. E. B. HENRY
ADELAIDE HASTINGS
the state board was $72,457,454.
decision of 1907 against any member lock gates built in 1856, removed to money to employ counsel. Judge Well- Weakness of minor Issues Indicated
ESTELLE WYNNE WALTER FREDERICKS
MARY CARLISLE
The total raises by the state board of the house tt Cumberland occupy- allow a deepening and widening of born appointed Paul Schenk and' or- that weak spots were being sought out
JOHN C. FENTON
CLYDE NORTH
MAURICE BARRET
the ship channel in 1S94, was used
Bonds
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
GRAYDON FOX
of equalization amounted to $9,233,673, ing the dukedom of Brunswick.
CLARKE SILVERN AIL
to proceed immediately. to force genuine liquidation.
trial
dered
over again when the gates were reconALBERT MATTISON and others
while the reductions made by the
More than 100 witnesses have bean were heavy.
of
fenders
sills
The
and
structed.
interat
distributed
shoulder,
hour A totalled $1,585,590, or a net raise
Selling orders,
Neuralgia of the face,
summoned to testify against the
on the taxable valuation of the state hands or feet requires a powerful the lock gates at Panama will be
undermined the improving tendvals,
F7ar-A
remedy that will penertate the flesa. made of greenheart, and much of the
Some shares returned to their
of $7,04S,0S3. '
ency.
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT
same
will
docks
be constructed of the
low figure, and the whole market sold
Considi red by counties, Colfax susthat power. Rubbed in where
'
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
close to the bottom. Business was
tains the greatest increase with the pain is felt is all that is necessary material.
Because they are an honestly made
the
and
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Nansen's
Fram,
nor
ship,
restore
and
than on the
to
relieve
suffering
The Kiiifr and Queen of Eneland saw it twice durtow its eiaht months" run at
Chaves second. Sierra county's assessthe no larger on this decline
Theatre, and pronounced it the Hnest Unjte story they have jet seen on theconditions. Price 25c, 50c and Antarctic vessels, Discovery, used by medicine that relieves promptly kidit.
which
fractional
preceded
ment was tampered with the least, mal
statte
rally
Sold by Central one of the Scott expeditions, and the suffering due to weak, inactive
$1.00 ner bottle.
A
selling
bladder action. They
The market closed weak.
with but comparatively small raises Dm? Co. Adv.
and
neys
painful
PRICES. . . Gaus, used by Drygalsld, were all offer a powerful help to nature in movement unsettled the list again in
7Sc,$1.0O and $1.tO
being made also in Otero, Dona Ana
Seats on Sale at Murphey's Oct. 12
with greenheart.
true
the
planked
kidney
up
excreting
building
the last hour. Low prices for the
and Torrance counties.
SUFFRAGETTE WILL SPEAK
The exceedingly great durability 'issue in restoring normal action and
TRY movement were scored in all direcThe Colfax county assessment aa Washington, Oct. 16. Congressman of the wood Is sard to be due, at relieving bladder discomforts.
IiH3E&iEB3a3Srra'3E
Union Pacific broke 3 points
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross tions.
Conroy was assured by Assistant Sec least In
returned by tha assessor totalled
to the presence of an THEM.Store
part,
as
Adv.
and some high priced specialties
The state board Increased retary Post of the department of labor alkaloid which is used as a substi- Drug
Unsettled weather west and1 southPrime fed steers $99.35; dressmuch as 5 points. The bear party dy.
this by $3,359,183, and made decreases today that any action of the immigra tute for cinchona, the basis of quiwestern west gave the corn market strength.
steers
ed
beef
$7.808.90;
was in full control and experienced
CANAVAN IS LOSER
totalling $47,333, making the final tax- tion authorities toward Mrs. Emmelyn nine.
steers $78.85; southern steers $5.50 Cables, too, were bullish. Openiug
of ha- little difficulty in shaking out quantiThe
16
writ
Oct.
Santa
Fe;
able valuation of the county $9,583,' Pankhurst, the militant British sufwhich
woods
A number of other
to
cent de7; cows $4.257; heifers $59.10; figures varied from
The last sales
470, or more than $1,800,000 more than fragette, when she lands in New York grow with greenheart in the tropical beas corpus was quashed in the Ste- ties of long stocks.
' bulls cline to
advance. A substantial
and
feeders
stockers
$5.508;
Chaves county, which lias the second Saturday, would not prevent her ap- forests of the Guianas resemble it so phen Canavan case today in the fed- were as follows:
The close
gain all around followed.
$4.506.50; calves $610.
70
nearance Sundav night at Madison closely that they are Hkeiy to deceive eral district court, and Canavan re- Amalgamated Copper
highest assessed valuation.
8,000. Market stea- was weak i cent lower to a shade adSheep,
receipts
107
even an expert. They have many of manded to the sheriff of Bernalillo Sugar
Afost of the raise m Colfax county Square Garden.
vance.
'
dy. Lambs $66.75; yearlings $5
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Mr. Post promised that In the event the qualities of the genuine timber, county tp serve- - out his sentence for Atchison .
is borne by the undeveloped coal land.
ewes 3.
Oats hardened with corn, but comwethers
5.50;
158
$44.75;
detention, tne but in a lesser degree.
Some are contempt, caused by his violating the Reading
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4.25.
85
land' returned a total of 757,872 acres immigration authorities would release quite inferior, and it Is essential that court's order not to dispose" of his Southern Pacific
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In order property pending his suit.
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BIG FIRM BANKRUPT
turned for taxation, the owners of
la., Oct. 16. Former tities and right sizes, find out what
Dubuque,
these 700,000 acres and' more are
'
asked to pay taxes on a valuation of Mayor C. H. Berg, who last mgnt substitutes are to be avoided, and prethe firm of pare specifications which. Incorpor
$3,038,183, instead of $454,690, the fig- was named received for
elim-ures fixed by the Colfax county as- Peter Kiene and Son in the federal ated in purchase contracts, will
Inate
greenbut
the
of
genuine
everything
court here, today .took charge
sessor.
Merit- -In
Select
The members of the board claim to affairs of the company. A petition in heart.
filed
was
Permit for Power Development
have figures of government geologists involuntary bankruptcy
are
A water power permit, has just been
giving the value of the coal lands of against the concern, and liabilities
Colfax county as over $250,000,000, In estimated at from a quarter of a mil granted by the secretary of agriculcomparison with which the figures set lion, to a half million dollars, ins ture to the Truckee River General
by the state board of equalization ap- assets are said to be sufficient to pay Electric company, a California corpopear very mild and reasonable. How- the creditors. It is claimed that the ration, under which the company will
ever, In comparison with what has al suit is the outcome of alleged discre develop power on the Eldorado mounways been paid la this county, the pancies amounting to more than tain national forest, to serve various
raise Is stupendous. It is freely pre- $100,000, which came to light several California towns and "cities.
In developing the power the comdicted that the taxes on this valuation months after the death of Peter
"will never be collected without a long Kiene, a year ago.
pany states that it expects to construct seven reservoirs, five for walegal tight, the contention being made
, n
" i
'!
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....
owners, and raised to unimproved coal Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. be conveyed by ditches and natural
Adv.
dressy. Service and satisfaction guaranteed.
3and by the board are as follows, acstreambeds to Pilot creek, upon which
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the two power plants mentioned
cording
Our Prices Range
The Tankee Fuel company, the
TO MEET IN ST. LOUIS
the permit are to be located. The
"Wooten Land and Fuel company, W.
New York, Oct 16. The house of water will finally be discharged into
II. Bartlett, Cherokee and Pittsburg deputies of the Protestant Episcopal the Rubicon river.
Coal and Mining company, Maxwell church, in triennial general conven
At each of the two plants there will
land Grant company. Northeastern tion here, voted today to hold the next be a head of approximately 1,300 feet.
Scout Shoes fat Boys
-i
Coal company, New
FOR WOMEN
general convention at St Louis In The company expects to make an inia. 1.
it
t
Coul and 'Mining company, Dawson 1916. The decision must be recom- tial installation which will
and
develop
IsR.
a,
Ziegler Brother and Krip.
Fuel company, Sta? Canyon Fuel com- mended by the house of bishops. In- about 16,000
(Lil &Lj)
peadorf, Dillmana wade
Shoes
Stetson
lor Men
horsepower, which will
pany, St, Louis, Rocky Mountain & dications were that this would be done.
Shoei
probably be doubled as the market
.
.Pacific company.
The house of deputies decided today for the
product increases.,
The other principal raise was made i hat the church should extend its misForest Notes ;
Charts county, where the assessor's sionary work hereafter to immigrants
'
much of the seed
collect
Squirrel's
and'
their children.
are raised to $7,cf
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SHOES

1

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH FITS

Exclusive Styles,

Unequalled Workmanship,
Footwear

WE FIT THE FEET
Materials, Superior
f.;n

STOCK NOW COMPLETE m NOBBY STYLES
AND A FULL RUN OF SIZES AND PRICES

Home-Keepin-

Women's Fall and Winter
Shoes

g

home-keepin-

Staunch Serviceable Shoes
For Children

'

j

g

.

From

From 35c to $3.50

$3.00 to $5.00

'The

Mexico-Colorad-

Store of Quality

"f.-
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iV
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i
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$5X11,079
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LAS VEGA8 DAILY

PERSONALS
R. H. Hensley of Rocky Ford was
a business visitor here today.
J. A. Wilson of Watrous came in
yesterday evening for a short busi'

ness visit.
B. A. Wall of Amarillo, Tex., came
in last night fey a short business visit
in Las Vegas.
Albert Paull of Albuquerque arrived
in Las Vegas last night for- - a short
business visit here.
R. E..Bae.r arrived in Las Vegas
last night from Albuquerque for a
short business visit.
S. F. Lambert, a well known resident of Maxwell, came in last night
for a short business visit.
off on
Special sale on millinery.
all fancy feathers, trimmed hats, and
street hats at Mrs. Standish. Adv.
S. F. Ady, representative for the
Mercantile company of
a business visitor here
was
Denver,
today.
J. W. Bowden, is in the city on his
weekly business visit as representative for the Colson Fruit company of
Trinidad.
J. D. Hand of Los Alamos was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
He was accompanied by C.H.Hartley
3

Ady-Crow- e

j

F. W. Harden came in this afternoon from Albuquerque for a short
business visit here.
B, P. Robinson, proprietor of an
automobile garage at Wagon Mound,
was a business visitor here today.
company
playing "Ready
The
Money" arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon and will present that play tonight at the Duncan opera house.
N. M. Rice, head storekeeper for
the Santa Fe Railway company, passed through Las Vegas this afternoon
on his way from Topeka to Belen.
and
Mr. and Mrs. D., A. Koons
daughter, of Indianapolis, Ind., arrived In Las Vegas yesterday. They will
remain here all winter. The Koons
are stopping at Hotel Romaine.
Mrs. N. Weil and daughter, Miss
Edith, came in this afternoon from
Ocate for a short visit with friends
on their way to Santa Fe where they
will visit relatives for the next few

passed through Las Vegas last
night in private Pullman Independence on their way from Colorado
Springs to phoenix, Ariz., where they
will spend the winter for the benefit
of H. R. Baker's health. Mr. Baker
is a member of a large brokerage concern in Colorado.

iLliiULl

,

morning took a trip in Mr. Taupert's
automobile over the different roads
north of the city that are being re
paired and found that the work Is
progressing at a good rate.
The work that is being done on the
Mora road above Sapello is the best
ever accomplished on that highway,
according to members of the commission this morning. This highway Is
being graded and ditches are being
dug along the sides. The commission
within the next few weeks. An Iron
culvert for use on tne highway. The
work at this place is in charge of E.
T. Underwood.
The party returned by the way of
Los Alamos and found the bad place
in the Watrous road near the Kate
Wright place had been repaired1 for
temporary use and will be rebuilt
this morning sent out a large Iron
culvert also was sent to this place
this morning. The work on the Mora
road In, charge of S. F. Hemler is progressing rapidly. A long stretch has
been graded and graveled.
.
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Clean cotton rags
Optic office.
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2?o INTEREST-IT- 'S
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W
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15he

PEOPLES BANK

reports
by
place, and the following officers were vote to disqualify him from ever hold- FIRE VICTIM DEAD
elected: President,
Mrs. Jefferson ing another office under the state was
N. M., Oct.
was
Albuquerque,
it
said.
vice
lost,
Mrs.
first
Raynolds;
president,
There was not a single vote favor- Miller, vhom firemen found in his
W. R. Tipton; second vice president,
Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal; recording sec- able to his disqualification, it was re- iroom in the Neill B. Field building,
219 West Gold avenue, Tuesday night
retary, Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts; ported. Every article of impeachment
when it was afire, died at 5 o'clock
on
to
separately, according
coresponding secretary, Mrs. Secundi- was voted
no Romero; treasurer,
Mrs. Harriett 'the news that leaked from the court yesterday afternoon at St. Joseph's
room, and not all of them were sus- - hospital from the terrible burns he
Van Petten.
The retiring president, Mrs. W. j. tained. Those ,on which the governor had received..
When Miller was closely examined
Lucas, gave a short report of the was reported to have been held guilty
at
the hospital after the fire, doctors
4
6
of the
meeting of the Federation of Woman's were articles 1, 2, and
found
that only the front part of the
The
three
first
In
was
which
Santa Fe peachment charges.
held
last week. Several other members of are the money articles, having to do body had not been touched by fire.
the club also reported on the federa-- ' with the alleged falsification of the His back, legs, arms and face were
'
and burned severely, indicating that re
tion meeting. Plans for tile year's governor's campaign statement
was beyond possibility.
work were-thediscussed, which the misuse of campaign contributions, covery
knew he was going to die
Miller
4
to
relates
the
Article
Indus-showed that the club will be
suppression
'
of evidence by the governor before yesterday afternoon.
trious during the coming year.
"It's all off with Julius," he told a
Mrs. J. H. Slaughter, an organizer the Frawley committee, including the
friend
at his bedside. "He's going to
W.
Duncan
super-erinof
Peck,
of mother's clubs, addressed the gath- testimony
was dead an hour later.
die."
He
in reference to the organization intendent of public works,
was loath to talk
Miller
apparently
was
that
the
It
following
of such a department as a part of the
reported
Woman's club work. A number of the members of the court voted in favor about the fire. He said he discovered
members expressed themselves as fa- - of finding the governor not guilty and that the building was burning when
smoke leaked into the room through
vorable to such a move, but no defin- against removing him:
cracks around the door. He
ite action was taken.
Presiding Judge Edgar M. Cullen the
Inopened the door and smoke poured In,
and Senators James F. Duhamel,
said. The inference he intended to
he
A!
Edger-soJames
dependence league;
republican; Seth (. Pealcock, re- convey probably was that the smoke
E publican; John W. McKnlght, demo- cut off his escape.
COLO R DO
Firemen said yesterday that if Mil
crat; Thomas H. O'Keefe, democrat;
ler
had made any outcry they would
Abraham J. Palmer, republican and
heard him and perhaps would
have
R.
William
Peckham,
progressive;
able to save him before he
been
democrat; John Zeeley, democrat; have
was
burned. They did not
W.
seriously
D.
John
Stivers, republican; Ralph
room until
Thomas, republican; Gottfried H. know the man was in his
after
the fire
him
heard
groaning
Wende, democrat; Clayton L. Wheler, they
out.
had
been
put
H.'
repubWhitney,
democrat; George
lican.
;
SOPRIS NATIONAL FOREST WILL
FOOTBALL SEASON STARTS
The eight articles 'are In substance
FURNISH EXCELLENT GRADE
State College, Oct. 16. The football
as follows:
OF STONE
Article 1. That Governor Sulzer eleven of the New Mexico State colfiled with the secretary of state a lege met and defeated the team of
on
The white marble of which the false statement of his
receipts and the cavalry stationed at El Paso
Lincoln memorial other monetary transactions Involved Saturday, October 11, the score of the
gre.at $2,000,000
temple Is to be built on the banks of In his gubernatorial campaign.
game being 51 to 0. This Is the secthe Potomac in Washington is to come
ond
victory won by the Mesllla Val2.
he
Aticle
committed perThat
from the Sopris national forest, Colsince the beginning of the
Aggie
ley
statement
the
to
in
his
secretary
jury
orado.
1913
these being the only two
season,
exof state relative to receipts and
This is said to be the first great
sp far. The first game
games
played
penditures.
was
won
the El Paso High school
building In the east to be constructfrom
Article 3. That he bribed witnesses
ed of this stone, known to the build- to withhold
a
earlier
week
by the closer score of
from
the
legistestimony
7
2.
as
to
The
trades
Denver
college will be representing
marble, though lative committee which investigated
much of it has been used as an in- his
ed
eleven this year if
a
strong
by
recampaign expenditures and
terior finish in public buildings.
In ceipts.
present indications count for any
the west a notable example of Its use
Article 4. That he suppressed evi- thing. The heavy backfield of last
is found in the new federal building
dence by mean? of threats to keep year was lost last spring by graduaat Denver.
witnesses from testifying before the tion, but new candidates have taken
While the marble quarries ara in
their places and it is expected that
legislative Investigating committee.
the midst of the national forest, they
Article 5. That he prevented and the team will play up to the trad!
Institution. The schedule
are on private land secured under aiSSuaded a
particular witness, Fred tion of the
tne laws by which areas bearing do-- ' erick L. Colwell, from attending un includes games with the University
posits of building stone are disposed der subpoena the sessions of the in- of New Mexico, Catholic Athletic as
sociation of El Paso, a return game
of by the government. Under the law
vestigating committee.
ca
with the cavalry team, and one with
secure
and
locate
tltlo
y
piospectors
Article 6. That he committed'
to mineral deposits on the national
the
University of Arizona, the final
with
in
In speculating
stocks
forest just as they can on the open money and checks contributed for his game of the year being with the New
Mexico Military institute at Roswell
public domain. The marble company campaign.
which owns the quarries is a large
Article 7. That he threatened to on Thanksgiving day.
user of national forest timber in the use his office and influence to affect
working of its properties, situated the vote or political action of certain
AMERICAN TO
near Marble, Col.
public officers.
The history of the company is said
Article 8. That while governor he
to be of considerable interest, as rep-- '
BRITISH
corruptiy USed his authority or lnflu
indomitable
,, tf Rprt thfi currfint nriees f
enterprise'
resenting
The country in securities on the New York stock exagains.t difficulties.
which the marble deposits occur is change In some of which securities he WOMEN'S NATIONAL GOLF TITLE
TO BE DECIDED IN FINAL
extremely rough and precipitous, and was at the time interested.
- GAME
SATURDAY
for a long time was inaccessible because, of a lack of. transportation facilities. Large sums had to be exWilmington, Del.,' Oct. 16. As a
..
WOMEN IN POLITICS
l'elsult-o- i'
he
could
stone
before
got
the
today's play in the third
pended
Peoria. Til.. Oct 16. Although wornout and brought to market. Up to gn of the flfth supreme court distrlct roiiiid or .the "women's national golf
.
1907, when the product first began.
championship contests at the Wilmingfnrth.nmlri
to attract attention, It is said that $1,- - tion of a state supreme court
ton Country club, Lngland and the
judge,
200,000 had been expended in devel the Incursion of
suffrage speakers United States wiil contest in the final
flping the property.
from Chicago in behalf of the progres- match on Saturday for the American
sive candidate is resulting in arous- title.
Miss Muriel Dodd, the British and
ing the greatest interest among the
Canadian
champion, today defeated
enfranchised
at
the
women, partially
Mrs. C. H. VanDerbeck of Philadellast session of the legislature.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Woman suffrage in Illinois extends phia, while Miss Gladys Ravenscroft,
only to offices created by statute and a former British champion, won from
does not apply to positions named in Miss Fannie C. Osgood, the MassaWashington, Oct. 16. Senate: Met the state legislature, such as supreme chusetts title holder. Miss Harriet
at noon.
court Judges. This Is the first 1m-- j Curtis of Boston, former national
Senator Martine urged repeal of portant campaign in which the worn- - champion, captured her match from
the
en have exerted their efforts for their Miss Mabel Harrison, the Irish title
treaty.
hearcontinued
committee
Banking
respective candidates. The attack of holder.
The match between Miss Marion
Mrs. Medill McCormick
on Judge
ings.
Nominations of native Philippine Puterbaugh yesterday and his spirited Hollins of New York, the Metropolicommissioners and others received.
defense by other women has resulted tan champion, and Mrs. E. H. Fitler
of Philadelphia resulted in a victory
noon.
at
Met
in a sharp drawing of the lines.
House;
After another' unsuccessful effort
The Chicago women, Mrs. Medill for the former. Tomorrow Miss HsS.
to get a quorum adjourned1 at 12:54 McOermick,
Mrs.
Sherman Booth lins will play Miss Curtis in one of
the semi-finalp." m to noon Friday.
and" Mrs. George Plummer planned
while Miss
aji Dodd and Missmatches,
Ravenscroft are
strenuous campaign in the smaller
' matched in the other semi-finaSubscribe for The Optic,
cities near here.
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The cook is happy, the

other members of the family

are happy appetites sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Baking Powder is responsible for it all.

For Calumet never fails.

Its

wonderful leavening qualities insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.

Cannot

be compared

with

other baking powders, which promise
without performing,
-

Even a beginner in cooking

gets delightful results with this never-faili- ng
Calumet Baking Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pur Food Exposition, Chiciim, P,
Fori Exposition, France, March, 1S13
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touchdowns made by Yale, which
feated Lafayette' last Saturday

l.

ri

de-

27

to 0.

Cornish is popular here, having
played with the Maroons in 1911. He
is a good baseball player.

BOYD IN LAS
VEGA
PROMOTER O'MALLEY IS ARRANGING FOR A BOUT IN

K03ER TAKES LEAD
t
Memphis,
Tenn., Oct. 16. Dave
Kober of Evanston, took the lead today in the first 18 holea of medal play
in the open tournament of the Western Golf association with a score of
72,

Charles O'Malley yesterday afternoon received a letter from Rudy Un
holz to the effect that he Vould fight
before the local club any time that
O'Malley could arrange a date. This
letter was written before the Unholz-Yoakubout, which was won by Yoakum through a foul by Unholz.
Promoter O'Malley has not made
any statement as yet as to whether
he will match Unholz here, but It is
possible that instead of the Boer oakum will be matched with some good
boxer. The bout is likely to he staged
some time in November. Bud Boyd
who fought Louis Newman here sev
eral months ago, likely will .,bn Y.?a
kum's opponent.
The local fans are of the opinion
that Unholz has lost a large part of
his ability as a fighter since his first
bout with Yoakum in this city over a
year ago. The result of his battle in
Denver Tuesday night so indicates.
Although the general opinion favored Unholz in the battle fought here
in July 1912, which ended in a draw,
yet Yoakum shows by his present
work that he is advancing while Unholz is slowly going out of the lime"The Iron
light. Stanley Yoakum,
Man" has been fighting all the time
since last year, while Unholz haB
been living on his honors, and this is
the theory that the fans use in the
decision that Rudie is on his last
strong.

leading Otto Hackberth, Hinsdale,

arid M. J. Brady, Boston, both of whom
made it in 73.
Other scores were:
MacDonald
Smith, New Rochelle, 74; J. J. Mc- Dermott, Atlantic City, 74; J. B. Simpson, Milwaukee, 76; Tom McXamara,
Boston, 78; W. C. Sherwood, Memphis, 80 ; Walter Forvague, Glencoe,
81.

RALPH

ROSE

DEAD

San Francisco, Out. 16 Ralph Rose,
holder of the Olympic end world's
records for shot putting, died here today of typhoid fever, after a brief
illness.
Rose was a big, florid,
man of the type typhoid finds rich
soil. From the first his battle against
the disease was not encouraging to
his physicians.
Ralph Rose was born in Healds-burCal., 29 years ago, graduated
from the Healdsburg high school, and'
for a time attended the University of
Michigan, but did not graduate. He
returned to California, studied law,
was admitted to the bar and has been
a practicing attorney since.
For eight years Rose has been a
champion figure in amateur athletics.
His prowess won him a place on the
first Amerlcaa Olympic team that
went to Athens in 1906, and he was
successively a member of the American teams at London In I90S, end
Stockholm In 1912, always bringing
home first place, until last year, when
he was beaten by McDonald (Amer-can- )
CORNISH CINCHES JOB
with a put eight inchces short
N.
16.
"Doc"
Oct.
M.,
Albuquerque,
of Rose's own world's record of 51
Cornish, the Albuquerque boy who is
feet flat for the
6hot, made
attending Yale, has cinched the reg- at
Travers
New
in 1909.
Island,
York,
ular position of quarterback on the
Blue eleven. Cornish, who has been
playing off and on with Yale in early MURPHY AND McFARLAND AGAIN
New York, Oct. 16. For the fourth
games this season, played a full game
Saturday aaginst Lafayette, and his time within the past five years, Tomsplendid showing' over Willon,, who my Murphy and Packy McFarland,
was shifted to fullback, won Cornish two of the best fighters In the light
the position permanently, clrtics say. weight division, are to come together
In the game against Lafayette, the tomorrow night in an endeavor to seteastern newspaper reports laud Cor- tle the question of supremacy. The
nish's work, declaring he was every bout will be a
affair and
where, as the Yale quarterbacks used will be. staged by the Garden A. C.
to be, and that he ran back punts like of this city. The record of their prea veteran.
Besides
this, Cornish vious fights shows that honors were
would, from time to time,'' carry the even in the first two. In the third
ball for substantial gains, always bout, which was a
affair in
finding some hole to squeeze through, j San Francisco, McFarland was return-"'ornis- h
scored two
of the four ed the winner.
d
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The Y.M.C. A. Presents

PROF. iNTRAViLLE
SCIENTIST

TOD

EXTRAORDINARY

HOLDER OF 100 PATENTS
IN

DEMONSTRATIONS

OF THE

Car and
Ultra Violet flay

Gyroscope-Mono-l- pl

ENTERTAINING

EDUCATICriAL

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF AS A PART OF YOUR
EDUCATION TO HEAR PROF. WOOD
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QUITE AN ITEM

to the individual or concern with uninvested fund- s- 2 per cent interest on the average of
daily balances in your checking account. Your funds are not "tied up." Always suject to
check,' yet a source of income to you. Consider this. The facilities of our commercial de:
..I
...
.:.
.:. '
partment are second to none
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CLUB

16,

MRS. JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS
IS
(Continued From Page One.)
ELECTED AT ANNUAL MEETfenses committed in private life long
ING YESTERDAY
before his election.
The Woman's Club of Las Vegas Governor Guilty on Informal Ballot 1
The high court of impeachment g
met yesterday afternoon at the Com.
mercial club rooms for the annual which is trying William Sulzer adelection of officers. The attendance at journed shortly after 1 o'clock today
FIRE IN CHINA
this meeting was the largest for sev- - to meet again at 3 o'clock this afterLondon Oct. 16. A Central news
eral months. From the spirit display noon, at which time, it was announc- ed at the session the Woman's club, ed, a start would be made on the
dispatch from Shanghai says a great
the next year, will be an ac- - Bl vote to determine the guilt or in fire has been raging for five hours today in a northern suburb of the city,
tive organization, as all those present nocence of the govenor.
'
half
a square mile of which has been
votwas
that
It
court
the
enthusiastic and
days.
reported
expressed themselves
"
Ten thousand persons
ed informally In its secret session destroyed.
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. willing to work.
H. R. Baker, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. BaFollowing the reading of several this morning to remove the governor have been rendered homeless. The
a ballot of 43 to 14. A fire is now under control.
ker and daughter and B. F. Fitzslm-mon-s committee
the election took from oface,

of Los Alamos.
for
C. McDonald,
representative
the Bishop, Stern, Stein coat and gar- KOAUWOHii GOES
ment house of Cincinnati, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
K. K. Pace, for the past several
years a resident of Las Vegas, left
last night for Tils home at Montgom- COUNTY
PLEASED
ery, Ala., where he will reside with
WITH RE&ULT OF INSPEC'
his parents. TION TRIP
.lust received two new shipments
of rMHinery from New York which
members of the road commission
will be placed on sale at ridiculously and county commissioners, consisting
low nrices for the ensuing week Mrs. of ft. J. Taupert, J. H. York, G. H.
Adv.
tiunker and Fidel Ortiz, yesterday

County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado left
last night for Kansas City where he
will be on business for the next few
He will be a witness in the
days.
MounDay land fraud case at Leavenworth.
D. L. Moye, sheriff of Curry county,
drove in last night from Olovis In his
automobile on his way to Santa Fe.
He was accompanied by several deputies and a life prisoner for the penitentiary.
Hill and Hill, two brothers in the
vaudeville work, arrived In the city
las? ruiht and will .be business visitors here a short time. They may be
secured as an attraction at the local
'.
theaters.
M. F. Liseley, E. Gore and E. J.
Creighton, all connected with the
Missouri Valley Iron and Bridge company, came in last night from Denver
and will remain in Las Vegas for
the next few months.
Mr. and, Mrs. jack McGreevey, the
well known and popular vaudeville
artists who have been residents of
Las Vegas for the past few months,
left last night for Indianapolis, Ind.,
where they will start their season's
wor cn the vaudeville stage.
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SEEDS

EXPERIMENTS ON CALIFORNIA
FOREST PRODUCE UNLOOK-ED-FOR

RESULTS
'

Pine seed sowa directly In the
pots where the trees are to grow la
yielding good results in young trees
on the Tahoe national forest in west
ern California.
This is Jn marked contrast to the
usual results In such cases, because
squirrels, mice, and birds will eat the
eeeds where they are planted without
protection, and even "when these enemies allow the seed to germinate, the
tlrying out of the soil in drouth periods is usually too much for the tiny
eeedlings during their first season.
Because of these vicissitudes forest
ers usually find it advantageous to
grow the seedlings in nursery beds,
where seeds and plants can be pro
tected by wire screens and shade
frames, and where water can be ap
plied when needed. TJusually, too, the
seedlings are transplanted once or
twice before they are Bet out in their
final situation, tha transplanting pro
cess serving to develop stocky plains
with compact sturdy! roots. While the
nursery bed and transplant process
Involves some work, it Is said to be
generally cheaper in proportion to
particularly
results accomplished,
when the cost of seed is taken into
consideration.
The California experiment, which
Indicates the possiblity of direct seeding of certain species in some locali
ties, was conducted on an area of 23
acres, sown in the fall of 1910 to Jef
frey pine., A large number of seed
lings have become thoroughly established and have made thifty growth
The plantation is at an altitude of
6,000 feet where there is more mois
ture than at lower elevations.
When the seeds were planted they
were coated with red lead to discour
age mice and other rodents, but so
far as the forest officers could find
out the lead coating had no such effect; not enough of the seed was eat
en, however, to destroy the value of
the planting.
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THE SHOCK

Seemingly, Debutante Would Have
Been Willing If It Had Been
Otherwise.

Pretty

-

After the Spanish melon, while
awaiting the cold consomme, a young
Japanese diplomat took the fan from
the white hand of a debutante, and
delopened It from the right to left
icately.
"You noticed how I opened it?" he
said. "From right to left?"
"Yes," she returned indifferently.
"Rut everybody opens fans from right
to left"
"And do you know why? No? Then
I'll tell you I'll warn you so that you
yourself may never, by any chance,
open a fan from left to right."
chablis
He sipped his
and resumed:
"Fans originated in Japan, and from
time Immemorial the Japanese
whose morality is not like
western morality, have constructed
fans in such a manner that, opened
from right to left, they reveal innocent and lovely things flowers and
temples and tea gardenB while, opened from left to right, they reveal
scenes of an indecency and obscenity
passing belief.
"Of course, all Japanese fans are
not of a double entendre such as this,
but many are, and hence Japan has
taught the world to open its fans in
only one way the safe way."
The young lady opened her fan, very
cautiously, the unsafe way. Then she
said:
"Pshaw, my fan is all right."
And then gave a little disappointed
shrug of her white shoulders. Chi
cago Record-Herald- .
amber-colore-
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Designs to Be Embroidered

She OPTIC

r

SENATOR)

Western Statesman Had Wrong
pression as to Recipient of Proposed Wedding Present.

CHAPMAN

i

COLUM

DINNERS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
A.

.

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

M.

102 .Meets every Monday night at
Regular com- munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
V.
,
third , Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are coraach month. Visiting
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presibrothers cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C H.
Wm. P. Mf'tH. Baily, Treasurer.
M., H. 8 ..an Pettien.
Secretary.

,'',
X

RATES

CLASSIFIED

TOR

w- -

ADVER

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-'f'Jlar conclave ner. d Tus-da-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less
6pace than two
All
Ines
advertisements' charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

LOCAL TIME CARD

y

In

each month at Masonic Tempi at 7:J p. m. U. H.
KinkeL B. C; Chas. Tarorne.
No.

e

should be wrapped separately in wax
ed paper:
Stuffed olive and egg sandwich.
Olive and English walnut sandwich
Pimento cheese sandwich. The ;ii
menta cheese comes in jars alrea.l.'
prepared for use.
Sardine sandwich, made with ma:
onnaise dressing.
Minced ham and chicken sandwicl.
Take a goodly supply of paper nap
kins and drinking cupa.

&rc

e

f

d

ger-tip-

2..

.

i..

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. va. H.
a' uDDara, a. p.; p. O.
Blood, Secretary.

likes to have her underwear marked distinctive!
Every bride-to-bII.
These little violet and bowknot wreaths can easily be traced over
has been plac
newspaper with a sharp Implement after impression paper
between the newspaper and the fabric

Ea8V Bcund

Arrive
Depart
9;10 p. m.. .. 9:1K p. m
No. 4. . .11:05 p. m.. ..11:05 p. m
No
. 2:05 a.
...2:10 a. m
No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m. .. 2:10 p. m
West Bound

,,

A Peach Luncheon.
A peach luncheon will be reason
sSoon after the convening of a new
able as long as peaches are ripe anc"
session of congress the announcement
the weather favorable, for the invltn
was made of the approaching martions say "luncheon served on the
riage of Anson G. McCook, who was
lawn." But the hostess has provided
then secretary of the senate. A subthe decorations of the house, so as to
scription was immediately started
give an outdoor effect as much as
among the senators for the purchase
possible should the day prove incle
of a wedding present Two or three
A Steamer Experience Party.
ment. If the day is fine a round tabls
prominent senators volunteered to cot
of this novel partj
The
to set under a
lect the money. Senator X, one of will be description
of yot spread with white is
to
assist
time
in
many
the richest men In the senate at that who want to give welcomes hom canopy made of awning material, sup
at the four corners by stakes
time, was one of these.
to many of your friends who hav ported
who
into the ground- - Rows
driven
senator
western
firmly
new
a
Seeing
fared abroad this summer. Oceai
had not yet been approached on the travel and trips on the great lakei of Chinese lanterns will decorate this
subject, Senator X went to him and clear through to Buffalo have beet outdoor dining room. The table cen
terpiece is to be a pink enameled
said:
very popular, as there have beet
"Senator Slocum, I want you to give some palatial steamers put on thii basket laden with peaches, leaves
For place cards there
and vines.
me $25."
year which have given voyagers
"What for?" demanded the new sense of security on our treacherouf will be cardboard peaches done in
water color with a green leaf or two,
member.
inland seas.
Is the menu, which is unusually
Here
McCook's
"For
wedding present,"
With all this in mind the hostesi
dainty:
o:
explained Senator X.
asked eight friends, every one
Tomato and caviar canapes, jellied
"I'll see you about it tomorrow," whom had taken a "steamer" vaca veal or
tongue with potato croquettes,
scowl.
a
th
made
with
of
them having
answered Slocum,
tion. Two
in aspic with a mayon
olives,
shrimp
as
he
X,
said
Senator
"All right,"
"befo' de war" trip fron
Trade In Foreign Countries
cheese wafers. A de
naise
dressing,
St. Louis to New Orleans on "tht licious
In foreign countries you come into walked away, "but don't forget it."
peach omelet comes next
tc
him
until
watched
asked
Slocum
were
Senator
The
river."
guests
served with brandied peaches. Tha
competition with the best goods from
he was out of hearing, and then, turn- give only fifteen-minutdescriptlonf dessert is to be
peach ice cream in
every land. An article must have me
with
most
inter
his
to
remarked,
of what was to them the
colleague
ing
of
the
real
fruit, the leaves be
shape
rit of the highest order to win esteem, warmth:
esting or exciting part of their trip,
made of pistachio ice cream.
in many of these countries Chamber"Well, I've heard of cheeky things and thus you see two hours of the ing
They will be placed on plates covlain's Cough Remedy Is the most pop- in my life, but that man beats all! afternoon "from three to six" was ered
with real peach leaves. If desir
asked
He
think?
do
one
What
While
you
just
filled.
person ed
beautifully
ular medicine in use for coughs and
liquor glasses may be fillea
tiny
a
to
him
wedding
to
$25
buy
me
give
"talked," the others had their needle with peach brandy. The hostess is to
olds because it is the best. For sale
present for his cook!"
work.
with a stock and
wear a
Adv.
Tby all dealers.
The affair was held on the porch belt of pink gown
yellow. This is a very good
steamer
as
were
and there
many
Novel Way of Advertising
combination providing just the right
The advertising manager of a lead- chairs as the hostess could borrow shades are selected.
TO CELEBRATE APPLE DAY
had arrived, the twelve-year-olChicago, Oct. "16. The Internation- ing French business firm has evolved After all
boy of the household dressed as
re- an ingenious plan for evading the prohas
A Bonnet Party.
association
al Apple Shippers'
hibitive taxes imposed by the law of a ship's steward, served hot beef tea
Now do not cay that bonnet parties
quested the managers of hotels, resthe
July 12, 1912, on unsightly billboards and "pilot biscuit," and during
are
until
hear about this one,
taurants, dining cars and other eating disfiguring the countryside. For the afternoon the time was sounded bj whichold,was you for
given
twenty children.
States
bookt
United
the
of
Books
flankbells.
travel,
boards
guide
throughout
places
long, ugly advertisement
When all had arrived the hostess
furnish
sc
literature
abundantly
and Canada to feature apple pies,
ing the railway, which formerly were and
three sheets of colored tissue
and ed by steamship lines was scattered passed some squares of crepe paper ol
puddings and apple dumplings on a blot on the garden city of Paris now
paper,
firm has
about, and there were many souvenii gay color, and two fancy paper nap
iheir menus next Tuesday. The oc- Its suburbs, a Juvisy
bed of flowers in a postals with a desk equipped for kins to each child. On a center ta
a
substituted
large
celannual
casion will be the second
field adjoining the Orleans line, the writing should anyone wish to send
of
ebration of national apple day, which design representing a yellow cow, a last message back by the pilot, whe ble she puts pins, scissors, a tubes
bowl of
and
towels
little
and
paste
Vith
came in dressed as a sailor (a dear water for
was originated by the assocition
which Is the trademark of the artiwiping the paste off of fin
a view to calling public attention to cle in which the firm trades. There- little chap in middy suit with "First
would
She said a half-hou-r
on
his
Pilot"
the law,
capband).
for making any kind of a
allowed
the apple and its relatively low cost. by it not only circumvents
be
turn
adone
After each
had had her
more effective
A campaign Is to te made to see that but also provides a
hat, cap or bonnet, the maker to don
vertisement than that offered by the with no interruptions of mal de mer, the headgear and when time was call
national
on
an
eats
apple
everybody
former billboards. The plan has delicious refreshments were served, ed they were to form in line and pass
apple day.
proved so satisfactory, that it is ex- and everyone agreed that it had been before the Judges, who would award
pected that railways in the neighbor- a most delightful afternoon, as it had the prizes.
Do You Dread Your Meals?
hood of large French towns will be given good friends the opportunity
Such a busy time as those children
Tour food does you little good when beautified by similar floral parterres, of meeting and hearing each other's had; they were really most clever,
were
when
of
to
articles
advertise
experiences
they
just
in building their hats. The old
vou have no desire for it, when you designed
fresh in the mind, and all were so too.
was eleven and the young
est
guest
dread meal time. What you need is
enthusiastic. Lists of books to read est
some of the work was
and
will
eight
Chamberlain's
Tablets., They
were exchanged and plans begun for
Too Innocent for Pa.
excellent. The prizes were doll band
strengthen
next
the
vacation
next"
and
appetite,
sharpen your
boxes
The young man who thought he steameryear's
lovely hats for dolly
a reusn
experience" party, which and thecontaining
your digestion and give you
was served in the
how to manage old men told the
cream
ice
knew
dealwas voted should be an annual affair.
for your meals. For sale by all
dearest straw hats (doll size) lined
girl whose father he had just interers. Adv.
viewed on a matrimonial topic that
with waxed paper. The children enA Corn Roast
each one went
he believed everything would be all
Our amusements are greatly gov joyed the novelty and
home with her creation on her head.
right
CRY FARMING MEET ATTRACTIVE
the season of the year, and
"We took to one another at once," erned by
It is needless to say that there were
Tulsa, Okla., Oct. 16. One hundred
right now the popular thing is a no boys at this party. The young
so
said.
went
as
to
even
"He
far
he
to
trial
are
torn
expected
not
are
course
Of
roast."
'corn
"
they
SmVUDOfcAl'A
i.,nr, '
hostess declared that boys from nine
borrow $10 from me. Surely, he can't
come to Tulsa next week for the refuse to let you marry me after new, but there is something decided to twelve were "no fun." I do not
Farm-lin- g
a
ly alluring in a moonlight night,
know what our boy friends will say
that."
eighth annual International Dry
bonfire, just the right crowd, and to
congress and exposition. The
"Don't be too sure," she said. "You big
this; perhaps some of them will
sweet
of
ears,
nice,
roasting
plenty
mend their ways a bit, so as not to
governors of a score or more of don't know pa."
not forgetting sweet potatoes, bacon, be left out of
parties.
The next day he found that he did coffee and the delicious sandwiches
states will be Included among the
MME MERRI
nations will be not, indeed, know pa.
the girls know how to make.
visitors. Thirty-fiv- e
"You made a mess of it with that
east is. having corn
effete
of
Even
the
exhibition
dry
at
the
represented
Smart Blouses.
$10," the girl told him. "Pa says that roasts with the smartest of the smart
The satin blouse is still very smart,
farm products,
you are too easy, and that I had bet set as host and hostess. Motor cars
ter look for somebody more worldly are often discarded and hayracks especially in white, and buttoned in
the front with large bell shaped but
lunes
the
rack
you
coughing!
minded."
Stop
with four horses call tor the guests tons in satin
or ivory, and either very
smd worry the body. BALLARD'S
who knows "Just
man
a
colored
If
MOREHOUND SYRUP checks irritaapparent buttonholes or else thick
called
be
he
is
may
how"
available,
Truly Horrible.
satin loops. A little embroidered
tion heals the lungs and restores
to superintend the broiling of
Price 25c. 50c
-- nrrfnrtable breathing.
"Oh, Henry," she said when she Upon
pocket breaks the simplicity of the
bacon, roasting the potatoes, corn,
nd
per bottle. Sold by Central had thrown off her wraps and flung the
corsage on one side, and the little
the
if
not,
coffee;
and
the
making
so
morti
herself into a chair, "I'm
silk handkerchief placed there gives
found
be
j n ag Co. Adv.
will
men
of
quite
the
party
fied."
a pretty touch of color.
the
and
capable.
Banjos, guitars
"What's the matter, dear?"
GRAIN MEN CLOSE SESSION
Lace and embroidered blouses will
to
"I met Mrs. Biggies at the recep cushions from the wagon addthen the
be always pretty. Fine allover Valen
New Orleans, Oct 16. After one of
the
the
repast,
after
enjoyment
in its his- tion, this afternoon, and she seemed affair usually winds up with an in- ciennes lace, which does not crush
the most Important sessionsDealers'
so nice that I stood there before the
asGrain
National
at the home of the host- and which gives such filmy effects.
tory, the
crowd for half an hour and talked to formal dance
informal makes exquisite blousesmingled with
convention
are
annual
sociation closed its
her. When we were leaving her ess. These is delightfully
Irish lace, dotted net, etc. A narrow
of sandwiches
list
a
Here
affairs.
the
to
taken
unify
3iere today. Steps
chauffeur drove up in an old fourfinish,
me are especially satin collar makes a pretty
tell
the
that
girls
car and after she had taken
A delightful chemisette of India lawn
grading of grain will add materiallyis cylinder
I
cannot
occasions.
such
nice
for
e
l
r seat in it she called out right
was seen in one of the big lingerie
vto the conveniences of business, it
give the rules, but I am sure you all
everybody that she would expect will know how to go about making houses. It was embroidered with dots
The delegates with their
Relieved.
tue to call on her soon.1
them just, from the names. They In high relief, after the fashion.
wives and daughters totalted, more
than t,000 persons.
be-ior-
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HORT ORDERS

AND CAR

THE BEST GOODS OBT4I NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
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DIDN'T APPEAL TO

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

Arrive
No.

1.

.

.

No.
No.
No.

3..
7..

.
.

9..

.

1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

Depan

in...

p.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

a. m. . .
p. m...

m.

p.
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O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
ATTOKNEYx
Meets every Monday evening ai
their hall on Sixth street. All vWtin
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attend
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz
New Mexice
Las
Vegas.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeien
!

optics number,

maiu

1.

&

Wanted
WANTED

Saddle pony. Must be Trustee.
gentle and well broke. Address J.
F., Optic.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
WANTED First class cook;
refer month Elks home on Ninth street and
ences required. Apply 725 Sixth
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
street.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
WANTED Reliable man to manage
Secretary.
small business; must be hustler. Address H., Optic.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
Good W. O. W.
hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,

WANTED Experienced cook.
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

I For

For YOU!

Sate

President;

A. D.

Tillman, FInan

.

It s giving you
a present for doI ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

m

3

Home maorw comforts at L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
Orders a'so solicited. Ladies'
fourth Thursday
evening eaci
Aid Christian Church.
Phone Pur- month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitin..
ple 5432.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary,
HONEY for sale at Phoenix Ranch,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54
Watrous. N. M.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry room.of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock V
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vltod. Isaao Appel, President; Charlet
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable
Greenclay, Secretary.
neighbornood, newly painted, pa
pered, electric lights. Low rate. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Phone Purple 5301.
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of th9 World hall
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house on the second and fourth Mondays o'
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
Visltin
Local Deputy.
Montague,
employed, comfortable, furnished members are especially welcooa nr
room; no health seekers!' phone
cordially Invited.
Purple 5301.

7

V

A

FOR SALE
$3.50.

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR reclb

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

I

1

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
f,urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
LOST Pearl
brooch
carved with are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
lady's head, Wednesday evening. G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Return to Optic.

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob

nig'Teveral letters.
cia, court house.

bear-

-

Guillermo Gar

Less than 50 Ibt

Each Dtllvery

Va

ANT Ads
Are Best

CARRIAGE

those who

AMD

d. erc
MIGHT BT

HER. MAN
'

IMamond

rnd

I'ills in IJtd and liol4 jJietaMcYyx
sealer! with Ulue Ribbon. V
.
Take no other. Bur of yoor
liiA uOM lt!tM PILLS, for ttft

"

yeut. known is Best, Sa fnt. Always Reliable
BY DRUGGISTS EVEEWSe

tha

People

w

hom

among aft

particular thing la worth moat

ru

who rWJ

429 GRAND AVE.

PILLS,

ul

want to aeU la WORTH MOST y
hear S
tha ada. In this aawapapor and would
your property unless It war advertised aar.
Others- - who read and ana er aos. in this aewsapar wamt taaa
are anxious u pay ah lor) Books, automobiles, tsad rsaaehlaary
and furniture, article of a ulneas of aay sort, and , muaieal U
struments.

That property

SIGN PAINTING

8

'

Market Finders
Claasmeff

S91D

Iba.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Professional Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Honnrn:i
Massage. Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
m
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p.

boxes,

100

30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 Iba,
..50e per 100 lh

ami
Harvesters, Storew, and Distributor of Natural Ice, t Puriy
Famon.
Qualities d'wnich Hav Mad Laa

j

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

RIIICIIESTEK

20c per 100 Iba.

...25c per

AG U A PURA COMPANY

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

N. O.

ALL GROCERS

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Dtllvery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 200 lbs., Each Dalivery

DENTISTS

AUTOMOBILE,

tained in this city from

RETAIL PRICES

' and silver pin

As

slbl

the

claaslflftd

aorta of

thlia, thy

tys.

ol ai)
b) u possiaie
Mate com w be ttnden of tb

ada..ar read

Y

(STER-

Lost

Gold

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

For Rent

Found!

I

EMPRESS
FLOUR

cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
FOR SALE Pure apple cider, good 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
cooking apples, $1.50 per 100 lbs, Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Phone Olive 5C21.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOUND

you use I

bit

k.
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LANE

Cures Ssrc Feet
Young

Of INFO NEW
'

!

MAN WELL KNOWN
HERE TO BUILD ROSWELL
WHITE WAY
David R. Lane, who 'acted as city
editor of The Optic during the abdesk man in
sence of the

NEWSPAPER

regular
in, workAugust, is engaged at present
or a white
in
favor
sentiment
ing up
'
way system in Roswell. The Roswell
Morning News contains the following
article regarding Mr. Lane's activities
in the metropolis of Chaves county:
That Roswell may soon have an ornamental electric lighting system on

BUY

street is. something 6tronger
T1Z
than a possibility.
D. R. Lane and George T. Walker
aBrJ Old
cf
of Albuquerque are here, in the interests of a system which they hope to
install within the next 60 days. While Chafed, Swollen, Tired Feet That
Ache and Throb "With Pain-- Are
as yet few of the business men have
Soon Relieved by TIZ.
been approached upon the subject
tho'se who have been questioned are
strongly foT the plan.
The system, according to Mr. Lane,
is that it; use in Albuquerque, with a
few slight changes. One of these is
in the proposed cost, which will be 8
cents a front foot instead of 10 as in
the metropolis, and in the time the
light will be on, which will probably
be only from dark until 10 o'clock on
week day nights and an hour later
on Saturdays.
One other change is made necessary
by the arrangement of the conduits
installed by the city some time ago.
TIZ makos sore feut
dunce witli
These are arranged with but four out- ucltght. Away go the falc'y
aohea find paiiiH,
lets on 'each side of cache block in- - the corns, calluses, blisters, bunions
Main

and chilblains.
TIZ draws out the acids and polsona
that puff up the feet. No matter howhard you work, how long you dance,
how long you are on your feet TlZ
tti it
brings that restful
a"'
puts you at ease with yourself
i
the world.
TIZ, 25 tents a box, sold ever;- - '
or sent direct, on receipt of :: .,
Walter Luther Dodge & Co., CIi:.f.
1:1.
Recommended by all drug stores.
and general stores,
Ask
,'epartment
f
TIZ, set TIZ, and don't be coaxed

AUTO DELIVERY WAGON

A 13

rt

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum txaense

'

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliahle in operation cheaper than horse power

'JM

mat? 2saw

mi-

nnvtllf""
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.54
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V

1

4

Ok

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELO COtePJtllY, Ji&snts

FULLY:. EQUIPPFO 4T YOUR DOOK

1,500

!
.

Y.

.

.

..

1;

,

!

'

'

stead of five, as is the case in Albuquerque. This and the shorter hours
conspire to cause the lower rate.
The plan is to install the system as
soon as possible and then to assess
the merchants and business men of
Main street who will get the benefit
at 8 cents monthly for two years for
each foot of frontage of the premises
they occupy. This would1 mulct the
man with a 25 foot front $2 a month,
Those with a larger frontage would
ay correspondingly more,
At the end of the two year period
the entire plant would be paid for, as
would the light for the two years and
would revert tQ the city, provided that
the municipality agreed to maintain
it for five years more. Thus the merchants, paying for the plant and for
two years light, would get the benefit
seven years in duration, with every
prospect that it would endure much
longer.
The post which it is proposed to
Is the same as are now in use in
Albuquerque, with a square base, ornamental arms. All the light globes
are arranged with their opening down,
sovered1 by an iron face place so that
no foreign material collects in the
globes and spoils the light. It Is
proposed to use one
and two
lamps on each post. These
are thought to be ample to light the
streets.
For the present but three blocks of
the system are contemplated, on Main
street from Second to Fifth. Others
may he' added later.
ll
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Litchfield,
Many

OCTOBER

HIS

Conn.,

Can

Past

Glories.

16,

C'

Mesoiiile

Las Vegas
Phone Wain 344.

&

Machine
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of David C. Welsh, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
To AH Whom It May Concern, Greeting:
You are hereby notified1 that 7th
day of November, A. D. 1913, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, In and for the County and
Stale aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of sala
David C. Welsh, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my han3 and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court" this 24th day
of September, A. D. 1913.
LORENZO DULGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.
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Boston. For a tov.'a of probably
less than two thousand inhabitants,
situated on a branch railroad, whose
principal present asset is her beautiful scenery, Litchfield, Conn., can
boast more past glories than almost
finy other of her size and rural character in the country.
Her former
fame is recalled by the oration by Rev.
Dr. Hillis of Plymouth church, Brooklyn, at the celebration of the centenary of the birth of Henry Ward Beech-er- ,
who first saw the light in that
town. Harriet Beecher Stowe, ' his
elder by two years, was also born
there, and in 1911 the people of Litchfield made it evident that the honor
had not been forgotten. As Dr. Hillis
la the successor of the man who made
the Pulymouth pulpit famous it is fitting that he should be selected as the
one best qualified of a later generation
to do justice to the splendid gifts of
one who in his day was the most popular of American preachers ,and as a
lecturer so widely sought, even at his
price of $500 an appearance, that he
had for a time to retire from the platform In order to give to his ministerial duties the attention that he de
sired.
If for no other reason Mr. Beecher
has deserved the gratitude of the
American people for the service he
rendered the Union cause in England.
It was as purely patriotic a mission as
was, undertaken in the struggle of fifty
years ago. By the force of his argument and the power of his eloquence,
his clear statement of facts and principles, he did more than almost any
other man to change the opinion and
attitude of the British public toward
this country. It is interesting, at this
commencement season when honorary
degrees are being distributed with
considerable prodigality, to recall that
he Bteadily declined to be the recipient of one, though his opportunities
were numerous. The oration antici
pated the birthday by three days, since
June 24 is the generally accepted
date.
But even had not Dr. Lyman Beech
er fortuitously resided in Litchfield
during the period when the most gifted two of his numerous children were
born, it would still have large claims
to its ancient distinction. Ethan- - Allan
was born there. In the latter part of
the eighteenth century Judge Topping
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THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
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SOCIAL AND
ir;

1

BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest
you.

Birthplace of Henry Ward Beecher.
Reeve established the first law school
in the country and conducted it for
nearly thirty years. In its physical as-

All work must be perfect before
.allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.

pects it was a primitive institution,
not unlike the district schoolhouses of
end had pcrhr.rs
'v,r.t
service in that capacity befofre being
promoted 'to the higher dignity, but
probably in proportion to the attendance it graduated more distinguished
Jurists than any law' school that ha 3
succeeded it, no matter what its
Many young men there laid
tho foundation for future fame as lawyers and as statesmen, among th. .
Calhou ,
five cabinet
ministers,
Woodbury, Mason, Clayton and Hubr"-'c-

bard.
The conditions also iuvK-vpionet'i ;
in general as well as in
education.
It has been claimed thai
a school started by Miss Sarah Pieivj
was the first in the United States th
had for its purpose the hipher eih'
patriot-'.:rlion of women. Of course
of such a community would l3 o.
a high order. Gen. Oliver Wolcott. o
of the signers of the Declaration o.
boil:
Independence and a leader
war and peace, for many years n.a., '
his homo there. When the gild" i
statue of George III. in BowiLii.
,
New York, was pulled dowu i.i
1776 it was hauled to Litchfield and
ratted and moulded into bullets foi'
American soldiers by the daughters of.
ueral Wolcott and their friend'.
Here is a heritage of fame which tiu
;!( sent residents of the town eannot
C.ord to forget and evidently do not
ivitend to.
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VEGAS SAVINGS BABJE
CAPITAL STOCK
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Yawns and Dislocates Javr.
New York. Joseph Uusser yawned
so widely that he dislocated his
and the dislocation left the jaw j
wide open. At the hospital Russer
was put undor anaesthetic and his
jaws shoved bact into place.

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

AVm. Q. HAYUON
H. W, KELLY
D.
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T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

te

x

J. M. Cunningham, President.
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New England City of Two Thow.
sand Inhabitants Has Been Center
of Many Noted Events Famed
for Beautiful Scenery.
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Telephone or call and we will have our
show you

1913.

Banquet Oldest Sneezer.
Bethlehem, N. H. America's oldest sneezer Maj. Richard, Muckle of
was
Philadelphia, aged eighty-eigh- t
given a banquet here by the United
States Hay Fever association. The
major has suffered from the sneesi. r.
years.
sniffing fever for eeventy-five
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Have Hubbard Squash
and Large Fie Pumpkins
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the Lest Cantaloupes and
Peaches of the Season
BETTER. SPEAK QUICK

Store
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dinners

gj

w. Clothes may not make the
3 man, but good clothes have SJ
gjj got many a man a gooa jod.
Appearance counts tor mucn
say what you will, the winner in

Wj

business or social circles is usually
the
man.
Beawinner be successful wear
well-dress-

ed
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Clothes 4m
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TSAOI MAM

The same price the world over"
Rpsf nf nil. von
save from $3 to $8
m coia casn, ior a
STYLEPLUS suit
at $17, will make
you as stylishly and
correctly dressed as
the best $20 to $25
suit you can buy
J any where from any
body.
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Clothing
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STYLEPLU3

Store
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AT THE HOME OF
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REST
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20c,

FCil MEN AMD YGUNG MEN

Navy blue serjje specially
tailored by

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.

Adler Rochester

r vad.

Calces. Pies. Rj11s, Doughnuts.
Cookies x

OUR SAIiESY GOODS

ARE

TII&'&ST

THE CITY

Give Thcra a Trial and lie Convinced

Tour choice of all the hats in my
store for $5.00, Friday and Saturday.
Mrs. Jj. P. Wright, 209 Sixth street.
Finch's Golaen Wedding Rya, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the I!)by, of course.
AdT.
The Altar society of the West Si3e
Catholic church will give a dance
tomorrow evening at the Hotel Ro
maine. Admission 50 cents. Adv.
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Clothing

Of

M.

VILLIAM

of America
The Royal Neighbors
will give a social at the W. O. W.
hall Friday night, October 17, for the
Modern Woodmen and their friends.
A splendid musical program has been
arranged, and a lunch will be served
and a fee of 15c admission will be
charged. Come and "bring your
friends. Adv.
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Thats why I am going
to stop and see Qreen- berger about my

I.,

Night-Trad-

This picture tells a itory

to success
ful business men
The story of
well-know- n

LETTER LIST

E. Angier, Mrs. Magdallna Cas-laMrs. J. K. Durham, D. T. Evans,
Sam B. Freund, Thomas Li. Greer, W.
J. Hodges 2, Mrs. E. Hunt, Mrs. Frank
Lone. Estevan Lopez, Sr, Miss Carolina Martinez, Ji. P. Orrin, Juan An-

s,

dres Pacheco, Reymundo Rnmirez, E.
F. Shellaberger, Ross Thomas.
When calling for the ahove letters
please ask for "advertised letters."
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.

Las Vegas Normal.
Most of the
hay and
Rrain is being harvested in fairly good
'
condition.
S. L. Barker, of local saw mill notoriety, has a large order for forest
tree seeds and is busy gathering
them.
RUSTICUS.
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Ask your

cessful business
friends about them
see us.
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Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Vice
President.
Raynolds,
H
Krle Hoke.. Assistant Cashier.
Halleri Raynolds, Cashier.

E.

D.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS,

Capital. fluo.OOo
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,

M.

,

M.

and Undivided Fkofits 835,000'

V

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scoe of Good Banking.

-

iest ever."
Ed Lewis, well known in the San
Miguel bank, and deputy game warden, is on the upper Sapello, combining hunting and official duty. While out
on hunting ground last week, he met
in the trail three fine deer. It was
a mutual surprise, and both he and
they escaped unhurt, as" Mr. "Lewis
did not have liia gun with him. He
declares the next time he goes out
he means to take his rifle.
The
f'chocf opened Monday, with Marion Barker as teacher,,
and the term promises to be a good
cne. Marion is a New Mexican by
birth and education, having been reared on the Sapello and educated at the
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BEULAH BUDGET
W. j. pochel, well known wiih hammer and saw, and his wife,, spent last
week in the community of the "health-
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$12.50, S15
$16.50 or $18

Those seated at the banquet table
were the bride and groom, Mr. and
Mrs. O. H. Baily, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Taupert, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lucas,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mr. and Mrs. John
Robbins, Miss Leonard, Mrs. Jeffer
son Raynolds, Rev. J. S. Moore and
Colonel M. M. Padgett.

Hil.ll

neat and stylish
maner, and like to
get the very best

lity
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Center of
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weeks.

Benefactor
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LIKE to dress in a

FALL

Gio Gunti, an Italian, disposed at
times to display anarchistic views of
life, was arrested early this morning
by Night Policeman E. C. Ward on
the charge of drunkenness. Gunti
remonstrated when arrested and this
morning was certain that he was not
drunk, that is drunk all over. Judge
Mdrray couldn't seen the point and
Mr. Gunti was sentenced to serve 15
days on the city streets. Special Officer Thomas of the Santa Fe Railway
company, yesterday afternoon captured two of five hoboes who were riding into Las Vegas on train No. 1.
Those arrested were A. S. Belnhorn
and Frank Campbell. They left the
suscity this morning with a
them.
over
sentence
hanging
pended

Greatest

COMPLETE HOME FUKN1SHGK- 8-

The

Last night at the Castaneda hotel
occurred the wedding of Miss Gertrude A. Libby of Boston, Mass., and
SUIT
Mr. William White of this city. This
was
of
one
the
nuptial ceremony
pret 1
tiest and moBt elaborate weddings
that have occurred in Las Vegas for
several years.
The wedding took place at 8:30 o'clock in the parlor of me hotel. The
4 I can huv a Clnthci-af- r
bride and groom entered the parlor
from their apartments and were uniSuit for
ted in matrimony by Rev. J. S. Moore
of St. Paul's
Memorial
EniscODal
church in the presence of a company
of friends. Following the ceremony
a delightful reception was given in
the hotel dining room.
The bride wore a gown of white
satin trimmed with Duchess lace and
rhinestones. She wore diamond earrings and a pretty pearl necklace
and get as good as
with a diamond clasp and carried a
shower bouquet of lilies of the valley.
many I pay $25 for.
The ceremony, which was a doubls
rig service, was beautiful.
The dining room of the hotel was
They're right in line
elaborately decorated in roses and
carnations. The table, which was lo
with everything
cated In the center of the room, was CI
beautified by the lavish use of flowers. A huge wedding cake adorned
the center of the table.
Mrs. White is a most charming
woman and although her residence in U
sells.
Las Vegas has been short, she has
made many friends here. Her hotue
is Boston, Mass., where she has resided practically her entire life. Mrs.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
White arrived in Las (Vegas last week.
Mr. White is well known in this
FOR RENT First class room, strictly
city. He has been a resident here
modern. Apply T., Optic.
for a number of years and Is popular.
Is
He
the proprietor of the WTiite
Scouring mill.
Mr. and Mrs. White will reside in
Las Vegas and will be at home to
their friends within the next two

It was unofficially announced today
there would be a bowling game at the
Elks' club tonight. This announceThe next
ment, however, is
game in the league ia scheduled to
be played Monday night, but on account of the Fielding reception, the
contest probably will be postponed.
There was no game at the club last
night because of the stores being kept
open.

'
Friday
Students' class 4:15 o'clock.
Business men's class 5: SO o'clock,
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SUIT

WEDDING OCCURS LAST NIGHT IN I
PARLORS OF THE CASTANEDA
j
HOTEL

;
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CLOTHCRAFT

Men '
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C. JOKNSEN AND SON
--

FOR ANOTHER

Store-- O

MISS LIBBT IS

snow-wnshe-

0

J.

nnAICHERT'O
Correct Garments for

W. H. Crites, who has been seriously ill for several days, is reported today as no better. Mr. Crites. is missed greatly by the youngsters, who find
his popcorn stand an attractive place.
Mr. Crites' friends sincerly hope that
his illness will be of short duration
and that he will be able ito be about
in a tew days.

M. C. fii NOTES
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We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sell
for $12.95; $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year.

Adv.

Y.

your kitchen with a

1,

7M

The SAME SUIT would sell
elsewhere (or $32.50

-

IN

-

S25.00

Fancy La Cueva apples $1.60 per
at Papen's Adv.

box,

C

i

to sell for

Letters remaining uncalled for for
the week ending October 11, 1913:

Bekery Goods Fresh Every Day

SERGE SUITS

Prank Cayot has entered the employ
of Bacharach Brothers as a cleric.

ADVERTISED

Place for Everything
Everything in its Place
A

Systematize

y

EATABLE

0 LUE

it

1

2

The suits we are offering for $9.95,
$12.50 and $15 are tailored expressly
for us. The same quality and style
would cost you from $15 to $22.50 if
Folks! come in
bought elsewhere.
and look over our immense stock of
fall suite and you will be convinced
that we can save you from $5 to $7.50.
We will press each suit bought from
us, once a month for one year free,
which means a saving of $9 for you.
Taichert's Clothing Store. Correct
Garments for Me,n. Adv..

PALACE

i

Fancy Spanola comb lioney,
for 35c, at Papeu's Adv.

it
I

6:09

work.

ohe

BEN LEWIS,

at

lamps

A number of the road signs that
were placed on the road to Santa Fe
by the Commercial club having been
torn down, Las Vegas residents have
suggested that some local autoist,
when making a trip over the road,
take with him a hammer and replace
all those markers which have been
removed. This will save the club several dollars and will not be a heavy
task for the person doing the good

Be a wi n n e r
wear a STYLEPLUS
suit ours is the only
store in town that sells
'em.

I'
I

automobile

o'clock this evening.
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Interest Paid out Tims Deposits
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a Shipment of Eddy's

THE OLD RELIABLE

Celebrated
FRENCH TABLE
MUSTARD AND
CONDIMENTS

B A I N WAGON

Pearl and Granulated
Tapioca's
Delightfully Good N. Y.
Cream Cheese

fix
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WW'' x,

Imported Macaroni
and Spaghetti
DELICATESSENG03DS
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Gross,' Kelly-
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Sole Agents
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